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ABSTRACT

INTERSECTION SIGNAL CONTROL AND DESIGN FOR
IMPROVED PERSON MOBILITY AND AIR QUALITY
IN URBAN MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEMS
MAY 2018
FARNOUSH KHALIGHI
B.Sc., SHARIF UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY, IRAN
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Eleni Christofa

Alternative geometric designs (e.g. roundabouts) and multi-objective signal control strategies are promising measures to improve sustainability of traffic networks.
However, roundabouts are mostly used because of their safety and operational advantages. There has been less attention to the environmental performance of roundabouts. Also, the existing studies have been mostly used through field measurements
and current simulation models, which need high calibration efforts and they are not inclusive in terms of considering all influencing factors on vehicular emissions at roundabouts. Furthermore, the existing real-time signal control strategies do not account
for the emission rates of different vehicle types (e.g. cars and buses). In addition, the
real-time multi-objective signal control systems does not consider environmental objectives. This dissertation develops a real-time bi-objective signal control system for
isolated intersections, which operate at undersaturated traffic conditions that miniiv

mizes a weighted combination of vehicle delay (or person delay) and emissions of auto
and transit vehicles. Pareto Frontiers of the optimal solutions are presented to help
decision makers select the most appropriate combinations of objectives to achieve
desirable levels of delay and emissions. Additionally, a simple simulation tool based
on Cellular Automata (CA) model of traffic simulation is developed to estimate delay and reproduce vehicle trajectories for emission estimation. The models are used
to compare the operational and environmental performance of roundabouts and signalized intersections and perform sensitivity analysis with respect to total traffic
demand, left turn ratio, and pedestrian volume. Evaluation tests show that replacing
a signalized intersection with a roundabout results in improved delay and emissions
at undersaturated traffic conditions and any pedestrian volume. It also shows that
roundabouts’ performance is less affected by high left turning demand compared to
signalized intersections. On the contrary, roundabouts’ performance is sensitive to
frequent pedestrian crossings while the performance of signalized intersections is not
affected by pedestrian crossings.
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INTRODUCTION

Motivation
Severe traffic congestion and high levels of air pollutants produced by vehicles have
threaten people’s quality of life in urban areas. Traffic intersections are responsible
for a significant portion of delay that users experience during their travel in a traffic
network. They also have major contributions to air quality and consequently public
health. Furthermore, serving multiple modes at signalized intersections has been
a challenge for transportation authorities. Traffic intersections can adversely affect
transit operations and ridership by holding transit vehicles back from their schedule
and imposing excessive delays to transit users. However, minimizing all negative
impacts of traffic intersections cannot be achieved at the same time and there is a
need for a solution that balances all these impacts.
The improvement of traffic externalities at intersections can be achieved through
optimized signal control strategies. These strategies are cost-effective tools to mitigate traffic congestion and air pollution in traffic networks because they can be
implemented within existing infrastructure. Signal control systems are traditionally
designed to improve traffic operations by minimizing vehicle delay or maximizing intersection capacity. However, minimized delay or maximized capacity does not guarantee decreases vehicular emissions at intersections. With increased concerns about
levels of transportation-related air pollutants in urban areas and the major role of
intersections in exacerbating air quality, attention has shifted towards environmentalfriendly signal control strategies. In recent years, a few signal control systems to
minimize emission or energy consumption have been developed.
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The development of signal control systems with environmental objectives has been
a major step towards sustainability. However, improving emissions or energy consumption can be conflicting with operational objectives such as minimizing delay. As
studies have shown, emission rates of vehicles are significantly higher during the acceleration mode. Therefore, operational and environmental objectives should be directly
considered in signal control strategies at the same time. To meet certain thresholds
for operational and environmental performance measures, the objectives should be
combined with appropriate weights. Furthermore, depending on the vehicle types in
a fleet and the air pollutants of concern, transportation modes can have different impacts on emissions. Therefore, there is an imperative need for multi-objective signal
control systems that account for the needs and impacts of different modes present at
an intersection.
In additions to signal control strategies, alternative intersection designs (e.g. roundabouts) can help to improve sustainability of traffic networks. Roundabouts are another important element traffic networks, which are mostly used because of their
safety and operational advantages over signalized intersections. However, roundabouts and signalized intersections lead to different vehicle speed profiles, which are
directly associated with vehicular emission levels. Thus, the impact of roundabouts
on vehicular emission should be considered as well as their operational impacts.
Research Question
Specifically, the questions that motivate this research are:
• How should a signal control system be designed to keep a balance between
operational and environmental performance of signalized intersections?
• Under what conditions roundabouts lead to better operational and environmental performance compared to signalized intersections?
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Research Contribution
In this dissertation a real-time bi-objective signal control system is developed to minimize delay (or person delay) and emissions. The delay and emission estimations
within the signal control system are based on analytical models, which result in low
computation times and make the use of the system for real-time signal timings possible. Additionally, different emission rates across vehicle operation modes and for two
vehicle types (i.e. auto and transit vehicles) have been taken into account. Trade-offs
between delay (or person delay) and emissions for two important air pollutants, CO
and NOx , are presented by Pareto Frontiers of optimal solutions. The Pareto curves
and provided insights into them help decision makers select appropriate combination
of objectives to achieve desirable improvements in traffic operation and air quality.
In addition, this study provides a simple simulation tool based on Cellular Automata model of traffic simulation to estimate delay and emission at roundabouts
and signalized intersections with single-lane approaches. The CA-based model is advantageous in that it needs less calibration efforts than the existing microsimulation
models. This model is validated for undersaturated conditions. The CA-based models
are used to study the effects of total traffic demand, left turn ratios, and pedestrian
demand on the performance of the two type of intersections.
Dissertation Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 1 presents a review of the literature
on existing emission models, signal control strategies with environmental objectives,
multi-objective signal control systems, studies on the environmental and operational
performance of roundabouts, and the applications of cellular automata model in traffic simulation and emission estimation. Chapter 2 describes the proposed bi-objective
signal control strategy to minimize delay and emissions. It first presents the general
mathematical optimization model to minimize a weighted combination of delay (or
person delay) and emissions. Then, the methodology to estimate delay and emis-
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sions and the reformulated mathematical model are presented. The rest of Chapter 2
presents the evaluation tests and discusses the results and conclusions. Chapter 3 evaluates the operational and environmental performance of roundabouts and signalized
intersections with single-lane approaches. First, the cellular automata model of traffic
simulation is described. Then, CA-based models to simulate traffic at roundabouts
and signalized intersections are calibrated and validated against a microsimulation
model in Aimsun. Then the method to estimate emissions is presented. Next, the
performance of roundabouts and signalized intersections under different demand conditions and pedestrian volumes is evaluated and compared against each other and
conclusions are presented. The final chapter summarizes this dissertation’s key findings, contributions, and future work.
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CHAPTER 1
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter first presents a brief description of the emission models in two categories;
macroscopic and microscopic models. Then, a review of existing research on vehicular emissions at signalized intersections and signal control strategies to minimize
emissions is presented. This is organized by type of study: field measurements, simulation studies, and analytical models. Existing multi-objective signal timing plans
are presented next and are organized into two groups of strategies that consider environmental objectives (e.g. emission and fuel consumption) and strategies that do
not include environmental objectives. The next section reviews existing literature
on the environmental performance of roundabouts through field measurements and
simulation studies. Then, a description of Cellular Automata (CA) traffic model
in reproducing traffic conditions, and its applications in studying traffic operations,
safety, and environmental performance of roundabouts is presented. The last section,
provides a summary of the literature and identifies the gaps in the literature that this
dissertation aims to address.

1.1

Vehicle Emission Models

The need for estimating vehicular emission inventories at different levels (i.e. from
local to national scales) and the impact of transportation projects on air pollution
as well as emission requirements developed by the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) has led to the development of several macroscopic and microscopic emission
models.
5

Earlier models estimate aggregate emission levels based on average speed and
traveled distance (i.e. macroscopic models). However, several field measurements
have shown that emission rates during acceleration and cruising modes are usually
higher than other operation modes (i.e. idling and deceleration) because of the higher
level of the vehicle’s engine power at these modes [30]. Generally, a vehicle’s emission
rates depend on its speed and acceleration rates [15]. Therefore, more recent emission
models account for sensitivity of emission to speed changes (i.e. microscopic models).
The next subsection presents a review of commonly-used emission models.

1.1.1

Macroscopic Emission Models

Macroscopic emission models estimate aggregate emissions based on average speed of
a road section and total vehicle miles traveled and do not account for speed changes
in vehicles’ trips. Their application is mostly for large-scale projects and they are
not appropriate for project-level emission analyses. Two macroscopic emission models used by agencies at national, state, or local
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levels are Mobile source Emission

Factor Model (MOBILE) and EMission FACtors (EMFAC), which are reviewed in
this section.

1.1.1.1

Mobile source Emission Factor Model (MOBILE)

MOBILE is one of the earliest emission models, which was initially developed in the
late 1970s as MOBILE1, and has been updated a few times to incorporate improved
data, and changes in vehicle, engine, and emission control system technologies as well,
changes in applicable regulations, emission standards, and test procedures. The last
version of MOBILE, which incorporates all aforementioned updates was developed
in 2004 as MOBILE6.2. It is worth noting that MOBILE models are not in use
1
It should be noted that terms “local-level” and “project-level” have different meanings. Locallevel emission refers to the total emission inventories in a specific geographical area while project-level
emission refers to the emissions produced as a result of implementing a transportation project such
as traffic signal coordination
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for regulatory analysis anymore because they account for neither emission requirements established after 2004 nor improved data. MOBILE has now been replaced by
MOVES, which is developed to address new requirements by the government [4].
MOBILE is an EPA’s approved model and was used by the U.S. government for
local, state, and national emission estimation purposes. The model specifies emission
rates for different vehicle classes for predefined driving cycles. Then, it adjusts the
default emission rates using some correction factors to account for vehicle population,
fuel quality, temperature, and humidity. The adjusted emission rates are then paired
with vehicle activity data to estimate emission inventories in tons of pollutants per
hour, day, month, or year [8]. MOBILE6.2 calculates emissions of hydrocarbons (HC),
oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matters (PM), and
some air toxics such as Benzene from passenger cars, motorcycles, light and heavyduty trucks.
MOBILE integrates emission factors (for highway vehicle emissions) in the unit of
grams per hour or grams per mile with total vehicle miles traveled (VMT) to estimate
total emission (i.e. it does not account for variations in vehicles’ speed profiles). It
also presents aggregate emission outputs and not emissions produced by individual
vehicles [4]. As a result, it is considered a macroscopic model, which is able to estimate
large-scale inventories and is not appropriate for operational-level projects [59].

1.1.1.2

EMission FACtors (EMFAC)

The EMFAC emission model was developed in 1990 by the California Air Resources
Board (CARB) and approved by the EPA to assess emissions from on-road vehicles
including passenger cars, trucks, motor cycles, motor homes, and buses in California.
Different versions of EMFAC have been released to date to incorporate improved data
as well as updates in emission standards and requirements. Like MOBILE, EMFAC
uses default emission rates, correction factors (to account for temperature, humidity,
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etc), and vehicle activity data (i.e. VMT) to estimate emissions in tons/day for a
specific month, year, or season [8].
EMFAC is used to estimate emissions of PM, CO, HC, NOx , CO2 , Lead, and sulfur
oxides at local (i.e. air district2 , air basin3 , or county) and state (California) levels.
Pollutants considered in EMFAC include the exhaust, evaporative, and tire/brake
emissions [8].

1.1.2

Microscopic Emission Models

The aggregate nature of MOBILE and EMFAC makes them inadequate for projectlevel emission analyses such as signal control strategies and many Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) strategies. The need for models that are capable of estimating
emissions at finer scales as well as considering the modal operation of vehicles (i.e.,
idle, cruise, and various levels of acceleration/deceleration) for estimating emissions
has led to the development of microscopic emission models. These models estimate
emission based on either speed/acceleration levels or power demand modes of vehicle’s
operation (i.e. modal emission models). An example of the former is the VT-Micro
emission model and two examples of the latter are the Comprehensive Modal Emission
Model (CMEM) and the Motor Vehicle Emission Simulator (MOVES). This section
presents these three emission models.

1.1.2.1

Virginia Tech Microscopic (VT-Micro)

Virginia Tech Microscopic model (VT-Micro) is a vehicle emission model developed
by researchers at the Virginia Tech University. It has been developed using chasis
dynamometer data of 60 light-duty vehicles and trucks (the first version of the model

2

“The state of California is divided into Air Pollution Control Districts (APCD) and Air Quality
Management Districts (AQMD), which are also called air districts [6].”
3

“An air basin is an area within a ring or partial ring of mountains that in the absence of winds
holds air and smog within the area [2].”
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was developed based on data of 9 light-duty vehicles, but in the last version data of
60 light-duty vehicles and trucks is incorporated.). VT-Micro can be used to estimate
emissions of HC, CO, CO2 , and NOx at the project-level [59].
VT-Micro emission models (i.e. models for different vehicle classes) are developed
by aggregating data based on vehicle and operational variables. The instantaneous
speed and acceleration levels are used as operational variables. Also, vehicles are
categorized into homogeneous categories in terms of emission rates. Three steps of
vehicle categorization are: 1) categorizing vehicles into Light Duty Vehicles (LDV),
Light Duty Trucks (LDT), and Heavy Duty Trucks (HDT); 2) grouping based on
fuel type (i.e. diesel or gasoline); and 3) using statistical algorithms to further group
vehicles into categories with the same emission characteristics (parameters used in
this step are vehicle model year, engine technology, engine size, and vehicle mileage).
VT-Micro presents emission models for 5 different LDV classes and 2 LDT classes
[59].

1.1.2.2

Comprehensive Modal Emission Model (CMEM)

CMEM is a modal-based emission model initially developed in the late 1990’s by research groups at the University of California, Riverside, the University of Michigan,
and the Lawrence Berkeley National laboratory to fulfill the need for microscopic
emission modeling. CMEM is comprehensive in a sense that it includes a variety of
vehicle types and technologies in various states of conditions (e.g. properly functioning, deteriorated, and malfunctioning) [3]. The last version of the model estimates
emissions of 28 light-duty vehicle categories and 3 heavy-duty vehicle/technology categories [15].
An important difference of CMEM with past models is its approach in estimating
emissions. The modal emission models developed before CMEM used speed/acceleration
profiles of vehicles, but CMEM is developed using a power-demand approach. In
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speed/acceleration approach many parameters that affect emissions such as road
grade and use of accessories have not been accounted for [60]. However, in the approach used by CMEM, the entire emission production process is broken down into
smaller components that correspond to physical phenomena, which are associated
with vehicle operation and emission production. Each component is represented by
an analytical model based on various parameters such as vehicle mass, engine size,
aerodynamic drag coefficient, etc. This way of estimating emissions not only accounts
for a more complete set of parameters, but also allows considering new parameters
by easily adding them to the analytical representation of each component [15].
The power demand-based approach of emission estimation is centered around the
concept of Vehicle Specific Power (VSP). VSP is an indicator of a vehicle’s engine
power, which is impacted by the aerodynamic drag force, acceleration, rolling resistance, and hill climbing. VSP is reported in kilowatts per tonne, the instantaneous
power demand of the vehicle divided by its mass. VSP is presented with an equation
that has the following general form.

V SP = v ∗ (a + g ∗ sin φ + ψ) + ζ ∗ v 3

(1.1)

where:
v: vehicle speed [ ms ]
a: vehicle acceleration [ sm2 ]
g: acceleration due to gravity [ sm2 ]
φ: road grade %
ψ: rolling resistance coefficient [ sm2 ]
ζ: drag coefficient [ m1 ])

The coefficients of the equation are determined for specific vehicle type [86]. The
calculation of VSP on a second-by-second basis facilitates obtaining a vehicle’s power
10

distribution throughout a trip. The calculated VSP values are then used to determine
the instantaneous VSP bins and associated emission rates (presented in grams per
second). VSP bins represent different ranges of VSP values such that emission rates
associated with each bin are significantly different than those of other bins. Total
emissions for a trip can be then estimated by adding the emissions produced in each
VSP mode.
The inputs to the CMEM are vehicle activity data (at least, second-by-second
speed) and fleet composition. The model estimates tailpipe emissions of CO, HC,
CO2 , NOx , and PM, and fuel consumption [15].
1.1.2.3

Motor Vehicle Emission Simulator (MOVES)

MOVES is a comprehensive emission estimation package developed by the EPA to
estimate emissions of on-road and off-road (such as cranes and bulldozers) mobile
sources. The need for emission assessment of finer-scale projects such as installing
traffic signals or adding lanes led to the development of this model. MOVES is able
to estimate emission inventories at very fine-scales to national-scales. Diverse uses
of MOVES include national-scale uses (e.g. inventory of the U.S. Greenhouse Gas
emission), local inventory (e.g. State Implementation Plans), hot-spot and projectlevel analysis (e.g. PM and CO conformity, and toxic exposures), model interaction
(e.g. microscopic models and dispersion models), and policy evaluation (e.g. cleaner
vehicles and fuel types) [42].
MOVES applies a four-step approach to estimate emissions: 1) calculating total
activity, which is the product of population and per-source activity; 2) distributing
total activity into source and mode bins (Source bin is determined based on several
parameters such as fuel type, mileage, technology, standard, and emitter category,
and operating mode is determined based on the power bin (VSP bin)); 3) calculating
emission rates based on source and operation mode bins; and 4) aggregating emission
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rates across these modes. It should be noted that unlike MOBILE and EMFAC,
MOVES represents activity data by source-time and number and not VMT. This
is due to the fact that both on-road idling vehicles and off-road equipment produce
emissions without traveling any distance. Also, some activities that produce emissions
(such as start exhaust emissions) are non-time and should be presented in number[42].

1.2

Emission Estimation at Signalized Intersections

The effect of traffic intersections on vehicular emissions has been studied through
field measurements, simulation studies, and analytical models, all of which present
some advantages and disadvantages. Cost-effectiveness, accuracy, calibration effort,
and simplicity are the key elements that should be considered in selecting a method
to conduct a study.
This section reviews existing literature on emission estimation at signalized intersections as well as existing signal control strategies aimed at improving air quality.

1.2.1

Field Studies

Field experiments to study vehicular emissions have been performed in two ways. One
approach is to use a Portable Emission Measurement System (PEMS) that can be
installed in the vehicle to measure tailpipe emissions. The second approach is to only
record the real-world operation of vehicles and use the vehicle operation data (e.g.
vehicles’ trajectory) along with an available emission model or emission database to
estimate emissions associated with a certain speed profile. Although both methods
usually provide acceptable estimates, the first method that directly measures tailpipe
emissions is more reliable because it measures emissions under real-world conditions.
However, it is not always feasible due to the high cost of the required devices.
In recent years, with the development of affordable mobile emission measurement
devices, field measurements have become more popular. An on-board emission de-
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vice was used by Zhang et al. [88] to measure and compare real-world emissions
produced under signal coordination and non-coordination. Several researchers have
used On-board Emission Measurement (OEM 2100TM ) units developed by the Clean
Air Technologies International, Inc [30, 63, 76, 23]. OEM 2100 is a portable instrument and has three connections with the vehicle: a power cable that connects to the
power port, a link that connects On-Board Diagnostic (OBD) link to the engine to get
engine’s activity data, and an emission sampling probe, which should be inserted to
the tailpipe. These connections make it possible to establish the relationship between
a vehicle’s operation (i.e., speed and acceleration rates) and tailpipe emissions [23].
The OEM 2100 was first used to study the effect of traffic flow on a signalized
arterial on real-world vehicle emissions and investigate the relationship between vehicle emission and a commonly used traffic performance measure, control delay [63].
After that, field studies were conducted using OEM device to estimate emission rates
[30]. Also, OEM units have been used in some studies to evaluate the environmental
effects of signal control strategies such as signal coordination [76, 74].
The second type of field studies has been utilized to show improvements obtained
by an adaptive signal control strategy on produced emissions of CO, HC, CO2 , NOx ,
and fuel consumption. This study utilizes traffic data including idle time and stop
rate monitored by camera sensors along with available speed profile databases and
their corresponding emission records [54].

1.2.2

Simulation Studies

Most of the studies to estimate the impact of signal control strategies on emissions
have been performed using simulation tools. Usually, an integration of a traffic simulation tool with an emission model is used to estimate emissions, which is commonly
used in a variety of ITS and transportation control measure evaluations. Some researchers have used macroscopic traffic simulation tools such as AVENUE along with
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emission models to evaluate emission impacts of signal timings [56]. However, the
majority of research has been performed using microscopic traffic and emission models.
There are microsimulation studies using an integration of CMEM and Paramics
traffic simulation package to assess the effect of advisory speed limits on produced
emissions at a single signalized intersection or on an signalized arterial. The proposed
system by Li et al. [47] informs connected vehicles’ drivers if they are not able to
pass the intersection based on their estimated travel time to the intersection and the
remained time of the signal’s green phase. This information helped drivers to avoid
harsh braking and consequent additional CO2 emission (improvement of around 7%)
and fuel consumption (improvement of around 8%) in medium traffic conditions (v/c
ratio of 0.7).
Another eco-approach technology developed by Xia et al. [81] provides drivers
with more detailed information than the system presented in the last study. The
system uses the intersection map and signal timings to estimate the speed at which
a vehicle can pass the intersection (if possible) or gently decelerate to a stop. This
system has been evaluated through field measurement and simulation (using CMEM
and Paramics) on a single intersection and showed on average of 14% reduction in
fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. The authors also evaluated the performance
of the proposed eco-friendly system on a signalized arterial through simulation [80].
The application of the system on vehicles traveling on a signalized arterial resulted in
10-15% reduction (depending on the corridor’s traffic condition) in fuel consumption
and CO2 emission of an equipped vehicle, as well as a network-wide reduction of
3.39% at penetration rate of 20%.
The VISSIM traffic simulation tool has been used along with MOVES [32], CMEM
[69, 43, 72], or MOVElite [48] to assess emissions. Guo and Zhang [32] evaluated the
relationship between mobility and environmental externalities at two signalized inter-
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sections. They used SYNCHRO (to obtain mobility-based optimal signal timings),
VISSIM (to simulate traffic conditions and obtain vehicle trajectories resulted from
SYNCHRO signal plans), and MOVES (to estimate emissions and fuel consumption
resulted from output trajectories from VISSIM). Then, they applied statistical analysis to explore the relationship between mobility measurements and environmental
externalities. The analysis showed that among mobility measurements, total delay
and total number of stops are more correlated with emissions and fuel consumption.
An integration of VISSIM and CMEM was used by Stathopoulos and Noland [69]
to examine long-term impacts of signal coordination (coordination plan developed by
TRANSYT) on emissions. They showed that although in the short-run emissions of
different pollutants (i.e. CO, HC, NOx , and CO2 ) are improved, in the long-run the
potential induced trips cancels off the effects of signal coordination. Kun and Lei [43]
also used a traffic-emission platform of VISSIM and CMEM to model a traffic network to 1) analyze the relationship between emission/fuel consumption and vehicle’s
speed/acceleration profile; 2) estimate emissions for a variety of vehicle types (including cars, buses, and Light Goods Vehicles (LPG)); and 3) investigate the emission
impacts of an alternative signal timing plan (i.e. extending green phase of the major
street by 5% while keeping cycle length constant). This study showed significant impacts of acceleration rate on emissions as well as improvements in emissions through
the alternative signal timing plan.
Stevanovic et al. [72] used an integration of VISSIM, CMEM, and VISSIM-based
Genetic Algorithm for Optimization of Signal Timings (VISGAOST)

4

to optimize

signal timings and the effects on fuel consumption and CO2 emission. They evaluated
seven different objectives including operational and environmental objectives and
4

VISGAOST is a signal timing optimization tool, which develops optimized signal plans based
on their performance in VISSIM.
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showed that minimizing CMEM-estimated fuel consumption results in the minimum
level of fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.
Furthermore, Zhang et al. [88] used the integration of VISSIM and the VSP
approach in addition to field measurements to investigate the environmental performance of different signal control strategies. The integration of the CORSIM traffic
microsimulation model with VT-micro to estimate emissions and fuel consumption
was used in the development of a sustainable signal control system that minimized
emissions by introducing a speed management strategy [18]. A study to evaluate
the impact of different levels of signal coordination (poor, real-time, and good coordination) on emissions was conducted with the use of the INTEGRATION traffic
microsimulation tool along with microscopic emission regression models [61].

1.2.3

Analytical Models

The first analytical emission models estimated emissions based on average travel
characteristics such as average speed or number of stops. The 2nd edition of the
Canadian Capacity Guide (CCG) presents a model for estimating emissions as a
function of the number of stops and average stopped delay, average cruising speed, and
distance [75]. Another analytical emission model based on traffic demand, roadway
characteristics, and traffic signal timing parameters such as cycle length or green
splits was developed by Hellinga et al. [34].
Studies have shown that average travel characteristics like average speed are not
reliable parameters to estimate emissions since emission levels are significantly affected by speed changes and the acceleration levels of vehicles. Therefore, a number
of researchers accounted for different vehicle operation modes (i.e. acceleration, deceleration, cruising, and idling) and used corresponding emission rates for each mode
to estimate emissions [68, 66]. However, these models have focused on only autos.
None of the above studies have modeled other modes’ emissions such as buses at
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signalized intersections. Khalighi and Christofa [39] developed an analytical model
based on modal vehicle operation times and VSP approach to estimate emissions of
autos and buses at a traffic signal. This model has then been used within a real-time
signal control system to minimize emissions.

1.2.4

Summary of Emission Studies at Signalized Intersections

A review of the literature shows that emission impacts of traffic signals have been
evaluated through three types of studies; field measurements, simulation studies, and
analytical models, each of which has some advantages and disadvantages.
Field studies provide more accurate emission measurements because they measure
emissions under real-world conditions. Also, they can be utilized to establish the
relationship between a vehicle’s operation and its emissions and develop emission
rates based on speed/acceleration levels. However, field studies are time-consuming,
sometimes costly (depending on the cost of emission measurement device), and cannot
be used to evaluate the environmental impacts of a project before implementing it.
Most of the existing emission studies have been performed through simulation
models. Integration of traffic simulation tools with emission models has been used
in several studies to evaluate the emission impact of a wide variety of signal control strategies. A key advantage of simulation models (only microscopic models) is
that they can estimate emissions based on second-by-second trajectories. In addition,
simulation packages can be used in before/after studies for transportation projects.
However, they often require intensive data collection and calibration efforts to accurately reproduce real-world conditions.
Analytical models are the simplest forms of emission models either using modal
emission rates or average speed to estimate emissions. These models can be implemented within real-world signal control strategies due to their relatively low compu-
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tation times and simplicity. However, the majority of these anlytical models are for
autos and there is only one study that estimates bus emissions at traffic signals.

1.3

Multi-Objective Signal Timing Optimization

Traditionally, signal timing optimization has focused on minimizing vehicle delay or
maximizing intersection throughput. However, sustainability goals have shifted the
objectives towards improving person mobility, air quality, fuel consumption, safety,
and providing conditions for smoother traffic operations, which can be achieved by
considering various objectives such as minimizing delay and stops, queue length, and
so forth.
Several studies have shown that single-objective signal control systems are inadequate for improving the performance of the system in different aspects at the same
time. Leonard and Rodegerdts [46] developed different single-objective signal timing
plans to separately minimize delay, stops, fuel consumption, and maximize progression. They demonstrated that signal settings obtained by each of these objectives
may have significantly different impacts on the performance of the system and one
objective could be even conflicting with others (i.e. improving one objective may
worsen another one). Zeng et al. [85] validates the claim that some signal timing
objectives could be conflicting by evaluating the impact of signal timing on vehicle
delay, stop rate, capacity, queue length, and pedestrian delay. This study showed that
vehicle delay, pedestrian delay, and queue length are consistent (i.e. improving vehicle
delay results in improved pedestrian delay and queue length) while vehicle delay is
not consistent with stopping rate and intersection capacity. This is due to the fact
that minimizing delay can be usually achieved by decreasing the cycle length, while
minimizing number of stops is obtained by increasing the cycle length. Therefore, in
an effort to balance objectives, recent studies have developed multi-objective signal
timing plans.
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A survey was carried out by the Transport Operation Research group at the
University of Newcastle, UK amongst the UK transport community about the best
objective function that can be used for a signal timing plan [13]. Based on this survey,
it is not recommended to develop a single solution for all situations even if this solution
accounts for multiple measures such as operational and environmental measures. This
is due to the fact that each site has different constraints and requirements, which
may vary over time. For example, for an intersection that serves buses, improving
the operation of buses may be prioritized over the operation of general traffic. In
addition, studies show that vehicular emissions are higher at low temperatures [21].
Therefore, increasing the weight of emission in the objective function of a signal
timing plan during winter might be an appropriate strategy. A proper technique
is to present a set of optimal solutions, which reflect the trade-off between desired
objectives. Therefore, all of these solutions are optimal, but with respect to different
objective criteria and priorities. When implementing the signal control system, the
solution that matches the desired objective criteria the most should be chosen.
The optimal solution set can be presented as a Pareto Frontier. The concept of
Pareto Frontier was initially introduced and formulated by Vilfredo Pareto [58], an
Italian economist in the nineteenth century. Pareto frontier was first used in studies of
economic efficiency and income distribution, but it currently has a lot of applications
in engineering and science. Given an initial allocation of resources amongst a set of
users, a change to a different allocation that makes at least one user better off without
making any other user worse off is called a Pareto improvement. An allocation is
defined as “Pareto efficient” when no further Pareto improvements can be made. In
a nutshell, a Pareto frontier is the set of Pareto efficient solutions for a certain set
of objective criteria [9]. In some studies that have developed multi-objective signal
timing plans, the Pareto Frontier is presented to help decision makers select the most
suitable solutions given their objective criteria.
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The two following subsections present a review of the existing multi-objective
signal control strategies. The first subsection present studies that have considered
environmental objectives (in addition to other objectives) and the second subsection
presents studies that have not included environmental objectives. The final subsection
provides a summary of these studies and identifies the gaps that should be addressed.

1.3.1

Signal Control Strategies with Environmental Objectives

Li et al. [49] optimized signal cycle length of a single intersection through minimizing
a performance index defined as a combination of delay, fuel consumption, and emissions. The optimization problem was constrained by minimum green times to allow
pedestrian crossings. They showed that the optimal cycle length increases as traffic flow increases. Zhou and Cai [90] also developed a multi-objective signal control
strategy with the same objectives (i.e. minimizing vehicle delay, fuel consumption,
and emissions). The signal control system was developed in a simulation framework
combining Paramics, CMEM, and a genetic algorithm to find the optimal solutions
and it was evaluated on a single intersection. They used the concept of comprehensive economic cost, which was defined as the summation of emission, fuel, and delay
cost to evaluate their proposed signal timing strategy. They showed that the developed system has a better performance than Webster signal timings (which minimizes
vehicle delay) in terms of comprehensive cost.
Some studies have evaluated the relationship between optimized signal timing and
users’ behavior of route choice. Zhou et al. [89] examined the effect of users’ route
choice on the performance of a signal timing strategy. They developed a bi-objective
signal timing optimization problem with emission minimization as the upper-level objective, a user equilibrium model as the lower-level objective, and signal cycle length
and green times as the variables. Emissions were estimated as the summation of
running and idling emissions. The evaluation of their model was performed on a
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small network with a signalized intersection and 6 links between the origin and destination nodes and showed improvements in traffic quality and emissions. Li and Ge
[50] developed a bi-level programming model, which maximizes reserve capacity and
minimizes emissions (estimated as the summation of running and idling emissions)
in the upper-level and the lower-level accounting for network equity (i.e. difference
between users’ travel cost across the network, which considers flow-dependent travel
time and stop delay at traffic signals). The model presents optimal green ratios for
fixed-time signal control systems in a network, which operates under congested traffic
conditions. This study only considers auto vehicles and does not account for the effect
of other modes such as buses. They evaluated the model for two networks of different
sizes (one of them has only one signalized intersection and the other has multiple
signalized intersections) and presented the Pareto Frontier of the optimal solutions.
Zhang et al. [87] developed a fixed-time bi-objective signal timing plan to minimize total traffic delay and the risk of human exposure to emissions on a coordinated
signalized arterial. They used the Cell Transmission Model (CTM) to capture dynamics in traffic conditions (only considering passenger cars), modal emission rates
(i.e. idling, cruising, acceleration, and deceleration), Gaussian plume air dispersion
model along with population densities to estimate delay and the risk of human exposure to emissions. A genetic algorithm was used to optimize the signal’s cycle length,
offsets, green splits, and phase sequence and the Pareto Front of optimal solutions
was presented. Stevanovic et al. [71] developed a simulation-based multi-objective
optimization by integrating VISSIM, CMEM, Surrogate Safety Assessment Model
(SSAM), and VISGAOST. Three objectives including throughput, fuel consumption,
and number of vehicular conflicts were considered. Signal cycle length, offsets, green
splits, and phase sequence were optimized and Pareto optimal solutions were presented. Evaluating the model on a road link with 5 signalized intersections showed
that safety and environmental measures coincide, but they contradict throughput.
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1.3.2

Signal Control Strategies without Environmental Objectives

Signal control strategies presented in this section are optimized for two or more operational or safety objectives such as the combination of travel delay, number of stops,
and capacity [82], delay and number of stops [85], vehicle delay, stop rate, capacity,
queue length, and pedestrian delay [85], or safety measures (such as probability of
crash occurrence) and traffic efficiency [70].
Stevanovic et al. [70] analyzed the trade-off between safety (i.e. number of vehicular conflicts) and traffic efficiency (i.e. throughput) using a simulation framework
of VISSIM, SSAM, and VISGAOST. They showed that an optimal balance between
safety and efficiency can be reached by a single-objective signal timing plan, which
minimizes the ratio of number of conflicts to throughput while penalizing inefficient
timing plans during optimization. This signal control strategy reduces vehicle conflicts by 7% with only 1% decrease in efficiency on a 12-intersection corridor compared
to the initial signal timing plan. They also developed Pareto Frontier a of bi-objective
signal timing optimization problem considering the two aforementioned objectives.
Head et al. [84] presented the Pareto Frontier of optimal solutions to a signal
timing optimization problem when there are multiple priority requests from different transportation modes present at the intersections. The objective function they
optimized was the weighted total delay of different modes constrained to certain requirements for signal timing principles such as coordination. The selection of weights
in the objective function reflects the decision makers’ priorities such as favoring transit
vehicles, general traffic, or pedestrians.
Searching for several non-dominated solutions could be computationally intensive
and requires efficient methods and powerful computers. Sun et al. [73] focused on
improving the efficiency of optimization method by using a non-dominated sorting
genetic algorithm to estimate the Pareto solutions of a bi-objective signal timing
optimization for a two-phase isolated traffic signal. The conflicting objectives they
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considered were the Webster-based delay and the stop rate of cars, and the design
variable was effective green time. Hitchcock and Gayah [35] developed a method to
reduce the number of metrics in the objective function by removing noncompeting
objectives and further reducing the number of Pareto optimal solutions utilizing a
ranking method. They assessed the model on a set of objectives initially including
vehicle delay, vehicle delay inequity (i.e. the difference between delay of the lane group
with maximum delay and the average of all lane groups’ delay), total passenger delay,
passenger delay inequity (i.e. similar to vehicle delay inequity, but for passenger delay
of each lane group), total number of stops, and total pedestrian delay. Using their
proposed method, they could recognize and remove redundant objectives (i.e. total
passenger delay and passenger delay inequity). They also achieved a large decrease in
the number of solutions (from 1600 to 3 solutions) after applying the ranking method.
There are some multi-objective signal control systems that have applied a fuzzy
rule-based method. In fuzzy logic method, metrics’ values are represented by qualitative terms (e.g. a queue of 1 to 5 vehicles can be represented by the term “short
queue”). The main element of a fuzzy logic control system is a set of rules (e.g. if
the queue is long, then extend green). Pappis and Mamdani [57] were the first to
implement the fuzzy logic concept in a signal control system with a single objective to
minimize average vehicle delay. They showed the fuzzy-based signal control strategy
outperforms conventional actuated controllers.
Fuzzy logic has been also used in the development of multi-objective signal control
strategies. Lee et al. [45] developed a bi-objective signal control system to reduce total delay of waiting cars, control spill-back, and improve load balancing by controlling
out-going cars of an intersection when it has too many waiting cars in its vicinity.
Kosonen [41] utilized an on-line (real-time) simulation system along with detector
data to reproduce real-time traffic conditions and used that information to optimize
a multi-agent fuzzy signal control system. In this signal control system each signal in-
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teracts with its neighboring signals, but operates individually and locally. The whole
system has multiple objectives including safety, equality (assuring each direction has
a possibility of getting green), timing objectives (contains several contradictory objectives such as efficiency and safety), and minimizing transition (optimal rest state when
there is no traffic). Schmöcker [65] used fuzzy logic and set acceptability thresholds
for each objective and optimized signal green times based on Bellman-Zadeh principal
that suggests maximizing the minimum degree of acceptability for all objectives [16].

1.3.3

Summary of Multi-Objective Signal Control Strategies

A review of the literature shows that there are several multi-objective signal control
strategies to improve the operational, safety, and environmental performance of signalized intersections. Some studies present trade-offs between desired objectives by
demonstrating the Pareto Front of optimal signal timing solutions to help decision
makers select the most appropriate solution based on their priorities.
Although some studies have considered the combination of operational and environmental (i.e. fuel consumption or emission) objectives, most of them have used
rough estimations for emissions (only from passenger cars) by using average trip
speed or the sum of running and idling emissions. There is only one study that optimizes signal timings based on modal-based emissions, but it does not account for
bus emissions. In addition, traffic performance is mainly represented by capacity or
vehicle delay and not passenger delay, which is a better representative of delay imposed to all users. Therefore, accounting for buses is particularly important due to
their higher emission rates and passenger occupancy. Furthermore, all of the existing
multi-objective signal control strategies with environmental concerns are fixed time
and cannot be implemented within real-time control systems.
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1.4

Environmental Performance of Roundabouts

Although roundabouts are considered as promising alternatives for signalized intersections due to their improved safety aspects and operational performance, their environmental performance has not been investigated comprehensively. Additionally, the
limited resources on the emission impacts of roundabouts do not suggest consistent
results. As roundabouts perform differently compared to signalized intersections in
terms of safety and operation, their environmental performance is also different under
various traffic conditions. Most of the studies on vehicular emissions at roundabouts
are performed through field measurements and simulation tools.
This section reviews the existing literature on the environmental performance
of roundabouts in two groups of field measurements and simulation studies. Then,
a description of Cellular Automata (CA) model and its application in roundabout
studies is provided. Finally, a summary of these studies as well as their shortcomings
are presented.

1.4.1

Field Studies

OEM units have been used in many studies to measure a vehicle’s tailpipe emissions
at roundabouts under real-world operations [44, 91, 77, 33]. Züger et al. [91] utilized
an OEM unit to measure vehicle emissions under various traffic and pedestrian volumes and turning ratios. They showed that roundabouts improve emissions compared
to signalized intersections for most traffic conditions, but they are outperformed by
stop-controlled intersections. Várhelyi [77] showed decreases in emissions and fuel
consumption at small roundabouts by conducting a different type of field test. They
randomly selected traveling cars at the test site and followed them with an instrumented car, the driver of which tried to imitate the followed car’s driving pattern as
closely as possible. They used instantaneous speed profiles obtained from the field
test along with existing emission rates. Their experiments showed a decrease of up
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to 29% and an increase of 6% in emissions when a roundabout replaced a signalized
intersection and a yield-control junction, respectively.
Unlike the previous studies, some field measurements show emission increases at
roundabouts compared to signalized intersections. Hallmark et al. [33] investigated
vehicular emissions at roundabouts and signalized intersections under uncongested
traffic conditions and observed increased emissions at roundabouts. They suggested
that the emission increase is due to the geometric design of roundabouts that makes
drivers slow down when approaching a roundabout and accelerate while exiting a
roundabout. Salamati et al. [64] presented an empirical-based macroscopic methodology built on a large sample size of second-by-second real world trajectories. They
grouped trajectories into three categories of vehicles with no stop, one stop, or multiple stops. They used the VSP model to estimate and compare the pollutant emissions
at roundabouts and signalized intersections. They evaluated the impact of intersection capacity, demand-to-capacity ratio, cycle length, green ratio, signal progression
(HCM arrival type), and number of lanes in their study. They showed that at low traffic conditions, roundabouts have lower emissions than signalized intersections while
at high traffic volumes, signalized intersections with favorable progression (i.e. main
portion of traffic arrives during green time) outperforms roundabouts. They also
illustrated that at oversaturated conditions, roundabouts have a steady increase in
emissions but signalized intersections lead to a sharp increase in the amount of emissions produced.

1.4.2

Microsimulation Studies

There are several studies that have integrated an emission estimation package and a
traffic simulation tool to investigate vehicular emissions at roundabouts. An integration of the Paramics traffic simulation tool with two emission models, CMEM and
MOVES, has been used to compare emissions produced at roundabouts and signal-
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ized intersections [19]. The study shows higher emission rates for roundabouts under
all traffic conditions. In contrary, Jackson and Rakha [37] showed that roundabouts
outperform other types of intersections (i.e. stop-controlled and signalized intersections) in terms of produced emissions and fuel consumption. In this study, they used
the VT-micro emission model along with INTEGRATION traffic simulation tool and
developed multiple scenarios that varied in total demand and left turning ratios.
Coelho et al. [24] used a roundabout traffic simulation tool, aaSIDRA, and VSPbased emission rates to investigate emissions at roundabouts based on reproduced
speed profiles by aaSIDRA. They showed that the difference between circulating
speed and cruising speed is a key factor affecting emissions because a higher speed
difference results in higher acceleration rates and consequently emission rates.
Most of the existing simulation models use continuous car following traffic models
as the underlying model to predict traffic state and vehicles’ operations. These models
are defined by ordinary differential equations describing the complete dynamics of a
vehicle’s position and velocity. Although the high resolution of continuous CF models
results in good representation of traffic operations, the existing CF-based models need
high calibration efforts.

1.4.3

Cellular Automata Simulation Models

In 1992 a discrete traffic model, Cellular Automata (CA), was introduced by Nagel
and Schreckenberg [55] for the simulation of freeway traffic. Like the continuous CF
model, CA can reproduce traffic properties for the entire range of conditions (free flow
to congested condition) with acceptable accuracy, but at a lower resolution, which can
potentially save a significant amount of simulation time. The next sections present
CA-based traffic simulation models and their applications in roundabout studies.
A cellular automaton consists of a grid of cells, each being in a state of a finite number of states. In traffic simulation, the road sections are divided into short cells with
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a length that can hold one car (or the shortest particle considered in the simulation).
Longer vehicles can fit into more than one cells depending on their length. Vehicles
move in these cells based on certain rules, which are explained in more detailed in
Section 3.1.
There are some packages that use cellular automata as their underlying traffic
model. The Transportation Analysis and SIMulation System (TRANSIMS) is the
most comprehensive package using CA. TRANSIMS was initially introduced at the
Los Alamos National Laboratory, but is now available and further-developed as an
open source project. TRANSIMS is an integrated set of tools mainly used to forecast
travel demand at the individual user level. It also has a traffic microsimulator and an
emission module, which estimates emissions based on the output from the microsimulator. The emission module was built to address the most common issues in the
other emission models that used average speed and vehicle miles traveled to estimate
emissions (before TRANSIMS the emission model used by the U.S. government was
MOBILE6, which was a macroscopic model). The time step and cell length used
in TRANSIMS are 1 sec and 7.5 m, respectively, which result in speed bins of 7.5
m/s. Since this is a rough representation of speed for emission estimation, the model
generates smooth vehicle trajectories before estimating emissions. The TRANSIMS
emission module is based on three sets of data: 1) CMEM data; 2) EPA three-cities
data; and 3) California Air Resource Board (CARB) data. It is able to estimate
tailpipe emissions for LDVs, HDVs, and evaporative emissions as a function of fleet
composition, fleet status, and fleet dynamics.
A study was conducted by Jeihani et al. [38] aiming at comparing TRANSIMS
with emission field measurements and emission estimations of CMEM, VT-Micro, and
MOBILE6. They showed that the magnitude of TRANSIMS emission estimates is
more consistent with the field measurements while VT-Micro emission trends fit better
to the field data. They also showed that the magnitude and trend of TRANSIMS
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fuel consumption estimates is not consistent with the real-world consumption [11].
TRANSIMS can be used for transportation planning on a regional-scale and not for
a single intersection study outside of a road network context. In addition, the model
has been calibrated and validated for flow dynamics at different types of intersections
including signalized intersections and non-signalized cross intersections (i.e. stop sign,
yield sign, and unprotected left turns) but not for roundabouts [10].

1.4.3.1

CA-based Studies on Roundabout Traffic Operations

After the introduction of CA models in traffic modeling, they have been used in several
studies in this field including modeling of traffic at roundabouts [36, 79, 17]. There
are some studies that compared the efficiency of single or multi-lane roundabouts
and cross intersections (i.e. signalized and stop-controlled intersections) using CA
traffic modeling [20]. Chimdessa et al. [20] compared the efficiency of a doublelane roundabout with a signalized intersection. This study suggests that although
for very low traffic arrival rates the three kinds of intersections perform similarly in
terms of throughput and queue length, when the arrival rate increases installing a
signal improves these measures.
Matecki and Watrobski [53] used the CA model to simulate traffic on roundabout
with the goal of evaluating the the effect of changing some traffic rules at a multi-lane
roundabouts (without changing the structure of the site such as the number of lanes)
on the capacity. Based on this research, at multi-lane roundabouts, the main cause of
reduced capacity for high arrival rates is the jamming effect in the outer lane, which
does not allow approaching traffic to enter the ring while inner lanes are moderately
occupied. Therefore, changing traffic rules that lead to better distributed traffic
between lanes can result in improved capacity. The study suggests that maximized
capacity is achieved when vehicles can enter and exit the roundabout in parallel.
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1.4.3.1.1

CA-based Studies on Gap Acceptance at Roundabouts

Some research used CA to study driver behavior with respect to gap acceptance [79,
17]. Wang and Ruskin [79] used a CA model to study the performance of roundabouts
in three aspects: 1) overall throughput, 2) changes in queue length, delay, and vehicle
density, and 3) the impact of drivers’ choice of gap acceptance on throughput and
the roundabout operation. They showed that the topology of the roundabout and
turning rates are influencing factors on throughput, but the effect of roundabout size
is not significant, and drivers’ behavior has a significant impact on the operation of
a roundabout.
Belz et al. [17] analyzed priority taking and priority abstaining behavior of drivers
when entering a single-lane roundabout. This study suggested that a percentage of
drivers (depending on the volume) always show priority taking behavior and do not
comply with the accepted and safe critical gap. This behavior leads to capacity reduction, higher delay, and longer queue length at the roundabout due to the jamming
effect it produces.

1.4.3.1.2

CA-based Studies on Safety at Roundabouts

Echab et al. [25] used CA to analyze the probability of entering/circulating car
accidents at a single-lane roundabout with respect to CA model parameters. They
also conducted another study [26] to evaluate vehicle/pedestrian interference at a
single-lane roundabout and the effect of crosswalk location and driver’s cooperative
behavior on the dynamic characteristics of pedestrian and vehicle flux.

1.4.4

Summary of Studies on them Environmental Performance of Roundabouts

There are several studies on the environmental performance of roundabouts mostly
conducted using field measurements and the existing CF-based microsimulation tools.
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Some of these studies have compared the performance of roundabouts against signalized or stop-controlled intersections. In some cases the existing literature shows
completely contradictory results regarding the emission impacts of roundabouts and
other types of intersections. This fact implies that there is a need for more research
in this area as well as site-specific calibration of the utilized models for simulation
testing. However, the existing simulation tools need high calibration efforts. TRANSIMS is a comprehensive CA-based package, which also has an emission module, but
it can be used for regional-scale studies and not for a single intersection.
Furthermore, the sensitivity of emission has been analyzed mainly with respect
to traffic conditions and site topological characteristics of the roundabout. Only
one study has considered the impact of pedestrian volumes on roundabout emission
through field measurement.

1.5

Summary of Literature Review

The review of the literature shows that there are several studies on vehicular emissions at signalized intersections as well as signal control strategies with environmental
concerns. However, only a few of theses studies consider both operational and environmental objectives at the same time. Most of the developed multi-objective signal
control systems combine different performance measures related to traffic operations
such as delay, stop rate, and queue length, and do not address vehicular emissions
directly. Furthermore, multi-objective signal timing optimization systems that minimize emissions and operational measures simultaneously, either do not use modal
estimation of emissions and use more aggregate estimations based on average speed
or have been conducted through simulation models, which makes their real-time implementation cumbersome. In addition, the operational measures considered in the
existing studies are usually capacity or vehicle delay and no study uses total person
delay along with environmental objectives to optimize signal timings.
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The environmental performance of roundabouts has also been evaluated in a number of studies. However, the results of these studies are not consistent and there
should be more attention to vehicular emissions produced at roundabouts. Most of
the studies have focused on the effect of car demand on emissions and there has been
less attention to the pedestrian crossing impacts on vehicles’ stops and emissions.
In addition, the literature shows that most studies have been performed through
field measurements or existing microsimulation packages. Field measurements require devices to monitor vehicle operations or measure tailpipe emissions or both.
Such devices are expensive and not always accessible. Furthermore, the collection of
a sample of vehicle trajectories and associated emissions with a sufficient size could
be time consuming. Simulation studies also need extensive calibration efforts and in
some cases the integration of an emission package with a traffic simulation tool is
needed, which requires additional calibration effort.
The objective of this dissertation is two-fold; first, it develops two real-time signal
control strategies that minimize the weighted combinations of emission with total
vehicle delay and total person delay, respectively at the presence of buses at intersections. Then, the Pareto Frontier of the optimal solutions is presented. The results of
the real-time signal control system can therefore, guide traffic engineers during the decision making process on the most suitable signal timing plan for a specific site based
on priorities related to mobility vs. air quality. The used emission model within
the signal timing optimization problem accounts for average modal emission rates
during acceleration, deceleration, cruising, and idling. Secondly, the environmental
performance of roundabouts has been evaluated and compared against signalized intersections through a CA-based simulation along with VSP-based modal emission
estimation. The impact of total traffic demand, left turn ratios, and pedestrian volume on produced emissions is investigated.
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CHAPTER 2
SIGNAL TIMING OPTIMIZATION TO REDUCE
EMISSIONS AND DELAY

This research is motivated by the need for signal control strategies that combine environmental objectives along with operational ones. This chapter presents the development of a signal control system to improve mobility and air quality at isolated signalized intersections, which operate at undersaturated conditions. The improvement
in mobility and air quality is achieved through minimizing weighted combinations of
total vehicle delay (or person delay) and emission of auto and transit vehicles. The
bi-objective signal control strategy is based on the mathematical models developed
by Christofa et al. [22] and Khalighi and Christofa [39], which respectively minimize
total person delay and emissions at signalized intersections.
The Pareto Frontier of optimal solutions, which demonstrates the trade-offs between total vehicle delay (or person delay) and emission is presented to help decision
makers select the most appropriate signal control strategy based on their priorities,
which are motivated by different policies (e.g. policies related to transit ridership
improvement and emission standards). After the decision maker chooses the best
linear combination of delay and emission for a specific site and time period (with the
help of available Pareto Frontiers that are based on historical data), the signal control
strategy can be implemented within real-time systems to account for real-time traffic
and transit conditions.
This chapter is organized as follows: First, the general mathematical model to
minimize a linear combination of delay and emissions is presented. Then, the models
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used to estimate vehicle and person delay and emissions are described. Next,the
calculation of average VSP-based emission rates for different vehicle operation modes
is presented. Then, the final mathematical formulation and the method to solve
the optimization problem is presented. The test site and performed experiments are
described next and are followed by a discussion on the results. Finally, the summary
of findings and future work are presented.

2.1

Mathematical Model

A mathematical formulation is developed to minimize a linear combination of total
vehicle delay (or person delay) and emission of auto and transit vehicles at an undersaturated signalized intersection. The optimization problem is solved for several
combinations of total delay and emissions using weights for the two terms in the
objective function (i.e. in each optimization problem the weights are constant while
they vary across different problems). The weight for each term varies from 0 to 1
and the sum of delay and emission weights is equal to 1 (i.e. when the weight of
delay is zero, only emissions are minimized and vice versa). Decision variables are
the signal’s phases’ duration that are optimized in each cycle. Furthermore, the optimization problem is constrained to constant cycle length, minimum and maximum
green times for each phase (to ensure that no phase is skipped), and minimum green
time for each lane group (to ensure undersaturated condition). Additional constraints
are also defined in the reformulated mathematical program to address non-linearity
issues, which are described later.
The signal control system operates as follows: Assuming fixed weights for delay and emission, λd and λe , the optimal green times are obtained to minimize the
weighted combination of delay and emission for only auto vehicles. The signal control
system operates on these signal timings as long as there is no transit at the intersection. When one or more transit vehicles in same or conflicting lane groups (i.e. lane
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groups that are served by different phases) arrive at the intersection, that cycle is
optimized based on the real-time information on transit arrival times and passenger
occupancy along with fixed auto arrivals and passenger occupancy used for the entire
period. Therefore, in the optimization of this specific cycle, both auto and transit
vehicles are considered. Then, next cycles operate on the fixed, initially optimized
signal timings, until the next transit vehicle arrives. The general formulation of the
signal timing optimization problem is as follows:
"
M in λd
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Dj,T + D̂j,T +1 +
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(2.3)

gi,T ≤ gi,max

∀i ∈ I

(2.4)

i=1

Gej (gi,T ) ≥

i=1

qj
C
sj

∀j ∈ J

where:
λd : the weight of delay in the objective function,
λe : the weight of emission in the objective function,
Dj,T : total auto delay in cycle T ,
D̂j,T +1 : total auto delay in cycle T + 1,
Ej,T : total auto emission in cycle T ,
Êj,T +1 : total auto emission in cycle T + 1,
db,T : delay of bus b,
eb,T : emission of bus b,
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(2.5)

bmax : number of buses considered in the optimization of cycle T ,
C: cycle length,
gi,min /gi,max : minimum and maximum green times of phase i,
gi,T : green time of phase i in cycle T ,
yi : yellow time of phase i,
qj : arrival flow rate of lane group j,
sj : saturation flow rate of lane group j,
I: number of phases, and
J: the number of lane groups at the intersection.
The mathematical formulation of the proposed signal timing optimization and
models to estimate delay and emissions are based on three models developed by
Christofa et al. [22], Shabihkhani and Gonzales [66], and Khalighi and Christofa [39].
Christofa et al. developed a mathematical model based on queuing theory to estimate
and minimize person delay of auto and transit vehicles. Shabihkhani and Gonzales
developed a model to estimate modal operation times and emissions of auto vehicles
by accounting for deceleration/acceleration modes. Khalighi and Christofa developed
a model to estimate and minimize modal emissions of auto and transit vehicles using
VSP-based emission rates. The models developed by Shabihkhani and Gonzales [66]
and Khalighi and Christofa [39] assume that each vehicle stop at the intersection is a
full stop. In this dissertation, an integration of all the aforementioned models is used
with some modifications to the emission models to account for partial vehicle stops,
which happen when an existing queue of vehicles at the intersection is dissipating.
Figure 2.1 demonstrates a queuing diagram for undersaturated condition for a lane
group j with constant auto arrival rate of qj and saturation flow rate of sj . In this
example, the signal operates on six phases and phases 4 and 5 serve lane group j. As
shown in the figure changing phase durations of cycle T affects delay and operation
times of three groups of auto vehicles: 1) vehicles in the residual queue of cycle T − 1,
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which are served in cycle T ; 2) vehicles that arrive in cycle T , either served in cycle
T or cycle T + 1; and 3) vehicles that arrive in cycle T + 1 and are served in the
same cycle. Therefore, in order to optimize phase durations in cycle T , delay and
operation times of auto vehicles in both cycles T and T + 1 are considered while
the only decision variables are the phase durations of cycle T . Thus, the estimated
delay and operation times of all vehicles considered in the optimization of cycle T
are based on variable phase durations of cycle T and fixed phase durations of cycles
T − 1 and T + 1. Furthermore, since information on transit vehicles is assumed to be
known a cycle in advance, only transit vehicles that arrive or are served in cycle T
are considered in the optimization of this cycle.

Figure 2.1: Queuing diagram of lane group j for auto arrivals at undersaturated traffic
conditions

Assumptions made to estimate vehicle/person delay and emissions for a designed
cycle T include:
• constant cruising speed and acceleration/deceleration rates,
• constant signal cycle length, phase sequence, and yellow times,
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• deterministic vehicle arrival rates,
• fixed and known capacity for each approach, and
• known transit arrivals and passenger occupancy a cycle in advance,
• mixed-use lanes for autos and transit vehicles.
(1)

(2)

Three components that consist each cycle are Rj , Rj , and Gej shown in Figure 2.1
and are defined as functions of the cycle’s green and yellow times as follows:
kj −1
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(gi,T ) =

(gi,T ) =
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(2.6)
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i=lj +1

I
X
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(2.8)

i=lj

Queues for lane group j in cycles T − 1 and T start being formed at times τj,T −1 and
τj,T , respectively, which are defined as follows:

(2)

τj,T −1 = (T − 1)C − Rj (gi,T −1 )

(2)

τj,T = T C − Rj (gi,T )

(2.9)

(2.10)

where:
kj : the first phase that serves lane group j, and
lj : the last phase that serves lane group j.

The next two subsections present the estimation of delay and operation times of auto
and transit vehicles.
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2.1.1

Auto Vehicles

The person delay and operation times of all auto vehicles in a cycle are estimated
collectively.

2.1.1.1

Auto Delay / Auto Person Delay

Auto delay and auto person delay are estimated based on queuing theory using the
model developed by Christofa et al. [22]. The horizontal axis in a queuing diagram
(Figure 2.1) represents time and the vertical axis represents the cumulative number
of vehicles in a queue that is formed at the intersection due to red signal. In each
cycle, T , auto vehicles arrive at the intersection at flow rate of their lane group, qj ,
and if the signal is green they can pass through the intersection without stopping.
q
Otherwise, they have to stop and they form a queue of length Nj,T
. When the signal

turns green, vehicles start leaving the intersection at a saturation flow rate of sj .
Therefore, the queue starts dissipating until it is cleared completely in the same cycle
(assumption of undersaturated conditions) and vehicles arrive after that during the
green time of lane group j pass the intersection without stopping. A similar process
of queue formation and dissipation occurs in all cycles and lane groups.
For the estimation of delay, the time spent in deceleration/acceleration are not
considered. It is assumed that when a vehicle arrives at the back of the queue,
it stops instantaneously and when the queue in front of the vehicle is cleared, it
instantly reaches cruising speed. Therefore, the delay of any individual vehicle spent
in queue is equal to the time from the moment it arrives at the back of the queue
until it leaves the intersection. Delay of a vehicle that arrives at ta is shown by the
q
blue horizontal line in Figure 2.1. Total delay of all Nj,T
auto vehicles that stop in

cycle T is collectively estimated, which is equal to the area of the yellow triangle in
cycle T , and is denoted by Dj,T . Total vehicle delay of lane group j in cycle T + 1 is
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estimated similarly and is denoted by D̂j,T +1 . Total auto delay of all lane groups in
cycles T and T + 1 is calculated using equations (2.11) and (2.12), respectively.
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(2.12)

Dj,T =

D̂j,T +1

j=1

where ginext is the fixed duration of phase i in cycle T + 1.
Total auto person delay in cycles T and T + 1 is estimated by multiplying the average
passenger occupancy assumed for an auto vehicle with the total auto delay. Total auto
person delay across all lane groups for cycles T and T + 1 is calculated by equations
(2.13) and (2.14), respectively.
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(2.14)

where oa is the average passenger occupancy assumed for an auto vehicle.
2.1.1.2

Auto Operation Times

Auto vehicle operation times are estimated using the queuing diagram presented in
Christofa et al. [22] along with assumptions made in Shabihkhani and Gonzales [66]
to consider deceleration/acceleration times. In addition, some modifications are made
to account for partial stops. Shabikhani and Gonzales [66] considered a trajectory
for stopping vehicles that includes deceleration and acceleration modes rather than
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assuming instantaneous vehicle stops. Figure 2.2a shows the time-space diagram of
vehicles at an intersection assuming instantaneous stops and Figure 2.2b shows the
magnified trajectory of a vehicle that has a full stop.

(b) A complete driving cycle of a vehicle that has a full stop
(a) Time-space diagram

Figure 2.2: Schematic of vehicle trajectories used for estimating vehicle operation
times

Shabihkhani and Gonzales [66] accounted for the acceleration mode by subtracting half of the time a vehicle needs to accelerate from a full stop to reach cruising
speed from the time that the vehicle requires to travel the entire length considered
upstream and downstream the intersection at cruising speed and the time that is
initially considered being spent at a full stop (i.e. the length of the horizontal blue
line in Figure 2.2a). The time spent in deceleration mode is accounted for similarly.
Figure 2.2b represents the driving cycle of vehicles that reach a full stop. However,
vehicles that arrive at the very end of the time that the queue is being cleared do not
reach a full stop; they only decelerate partially to reach the speed of queue movement.
Then, they accelerate again while leaving the intersection. There are three groups of
autos in terms of the amount of time they spent in idling:
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• vehicles that arrive at the back of the queue and experience a complete stop.
These vehicles spend some time in idling, which depends on their arrival time.
This time interval is denoted by αa (αa = {ta |τj,T −1 ≤ ta < t∗,a
j,T }).
• vehicles that arrive at the back of the queue, but do not experience a complete
stop. These vehicles do not spend any time in idling and have partial deceleration and acceleration while passing the intersection. This time interval is
q
denoted by βa ({βa = ta |t∗,a
j,T ≤ ta < tj,T }).

• vehicles that arrive during the green time after the clearance of their lane group’s
queue. These vehicles pass the intersection without stopping and spend no time
in idling. This time interval is denoted by γa ({γa = ta |tqj,T ≤ ta < τj,T }).
The last vehicle at the back of the queue in cycle T arrives at time tqj,T . The maximum
q
length of queue in cycle T is denoted by Nj,T
and is calculated as follows:

q
Nj,T

i
 q h
j
(1)
(2)
Rj (gi,T −1 ) + Rj (gi,T )
=
q
1 − sjj

(2.15)

The last vehicle in queue that experiences a complete stop arrives at time t∗,a
j,T . Although this vehicle reaches a full stop, it does not spend any time idling because
once it reaches a complete stop, the queue in front of it starts moving and the vehicle
starts accelerating again. Therefore, the entire horizontal length corresponding to the
arrival time of this vehicle, shown in Figure 2.1, is considered as half of deceleration
∗,a
and acceleration. The number of vehicles that arrive by t∗,a
j,T is denoted by Nj,T and

is calculated by equation (2.16).
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(2.16)

q
t∗,a
j,T and tj,T are calculated by equations (2.17) and (2.18).
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a
a
where vfa , αacc
, and αdec
are respectively, free flow speed, acceleration rate, and de-

celeration rate of auto vehicles. The rest of this subsection presents the estimation
of operation times for autos arriving in each of the three described time intervals in
cycle T . The vehicle operation time in cycle T + 1 can be calculated similarly.

2.1.1.2.1

Acceleration/Deceleration Time

Total auto acceleration/deceleration time of lane group j is equal to the sum of the
times spent in these modes by all autos in each time interval arriving in that lane
group.

a
a
a
a
Tacc/dec,j,T
= tαacc/dec,j,T
+ tβacc/dec,j,T
+ tγacc/dec,j,T

(2.19)

a
where Tacc/dec,j,T
is the total acceleration/deceleration time of all autos of lane group j
a
a
a
in cycle T and tαacc/dec,j,T
, tβacc/dec,j,T
, and tγacc/dec,j,T
are the total acceleration/deceleration

time of autos in lane group j that arrive in time intervals αa , βa , and γa of cycle T ,
respectively.
Each auto in time interval αa experiences a complete acceleration/deceleration
cycle. Therefore, the total acceleration/deceleration time of vehicles in this time
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interval for lane group j is estimated collectively for all autos in that lane group by
equation 2.20.

∗,a
a
= Nj,T
.
tαacc/dec,j,T

vfa
a
αacc/dec

(2.20)

Vehicles arriving in time interval βa have a partial deceleration and acceleration
while passing the intersection. The acceleration/deceleration time of an auto in this
interval depends on its arrival time at the back of the queue. However, it is not
necessary to know the acceleration/deceleration time of individual vehicles. Instead,
the aggregate time spent in these modes by all autos is estimated. The first vehicle
∗,a
belonging to interval βa arrives at t∗,a
j,T . Autos arriving after tj,T do not spend any time

idling. Therefore, the whole area of the dashed triangle in Figure 2.1 is considered
as half of acceleration/deceleration time of vehicles in interval βa . Therefore, half
of the sum of the acceleration and deceleration times of autos that arrive after t∗,a
j,T
is equal to the area of the dashed triangle in Figure 2.1. However, this area is not
split equally between acceleration and deceleration time. It is split based on acceleration/deceleration rates since those define the time spent accelerating/decelerating.
The time allocated to acceleration/deceleration has an inverse linear relationship with
the corresponding rates (i.e., the higher the acceleration/deceleration is, the shorter
the time spent in this mode is).

a
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(2.22)

Vehicles in interval γa pass the intersection at cruising speed without stopping
and their acceleration/deceleration time is equal to zero.
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a
=0
tγacc/dec,j,T

2.1.1.2.2

(2.23)

Idling Time

The total idling time of all autos in lane group j is equal to the sum of the idling
time of vehicles in each time interval in that lane group:

a
a
a
a
= tαid,j,T
+ tβid,j,T
+ tγid,j,T
Tid,j,T

(2.24)

a
a
a
a
, and tγid,j,T
, tβid,j,T
where Tid,j,T
is the total idling time of autos in cycle T and tαid,j,T

are respectively the idling time of autos in intervals αa , βa , and γa of lane group j
in cycle T . The aggregate idling times of the three time intervals are calculated by
equations (2.25) and (2.26).
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The first part of the above equation is the delay of all autos of lane group j in
cycle T , which arrive in time interval αa and the second part is half of the total
acceleration/deceleration time of these vehicles, which should be subtracted from the
total delay as described earlier.
Vehicles, which arrive in intervals βa and γa do not spent any time idling.

a
a
tβid,j,T
= tγid,j,T
=0

2.1.1.2.3

(2.26)

Cruising Time

Total auto cruising time in lane group j is the sum of the cruising times of autos
arriving in each time interval in that lane group.

a
a
a
a
Tcr,j,T
= tαcr,j,T
+ tβcr,j,T
+ tγcr,j,T
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(2.27)

a
a
a
where Tcr,j,T
is the total cruising time of auto vehicles in cycle T and tαcr,j,T
, tβcr,j,T
,
a
and tγcr,j,T
are respectively the cruising time of vehicles in intervals αa , βa , and γa .

To estimate the cruising time certain lengths upstream and downstream of the
intersection (length L1 and L2 in figure 2.2a) are considered to ensure that vehicles
that stop at the intersection experience a complete driving cycle (i.e., deceleration,
idling, acceleration, and cruising). The lengths L1 and L2 considered in this study
are respectively 150 m and 80 m. The sum of these lengths minus the length that
is traveled in acceleration/deceleration is considered to be traveled at cruising speed.
Equations (2.28) to (2.31) calculate the cruising times for vehicles that arrive in each
interval.
The cruising time of any vehicle arriving in interval αa is the time needed to
travel lengths L1 and L2 at cruising minus half of the time for a complete deceleration/acceleration. Total cruising time of autos in this interval is estimated as follows:
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(2.28)

Total cruising time of auto vehicles in time interval βa is estimated using equation 2.30. The second term in equation (2.30) is half of the aggregate deceleraa
tion/acceleration time calculated by equations 2.21 and 2.22 and N̄j,T
is the number

of autos arriving in this interval and calculated by equation (2.29).

q
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− Nj,T
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(2.30)

Autos that arrive in interval γa travel the entire L1 and L2 lengths at cruising speed
without stopping. Total cruising time of these vehicles is estimated by equation 2.31
where the second term represents the number of autos that arrive in this time interval.

a
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2.1.1.3
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(2.31)

Auto Part of the Objective Function

The auto part of the objective function consists of the sum of the total vehicle delay
(or person delay) and emissions for auto vehicles in cycles T and T + 1. Equation
2.32 shows the linear combination of auto person delay and emissions in the objective
function.
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(2.32)

where em
a is the emission rate of an auto vehicle in mode m where m ∈ {acc, dec, id, cr}.
2.1.2

Transit Vehicles

Similar to autos, a transit vehicle’s delay and operation times depend on its arrival
time during the cycle. However, the delay and operation times should be estimated
for each individual transit vehicle and cannot be estimated collectively. There are
four cases in terms of transit arrival times for transit vehicles that belong to a lane
group j:
• transit vehicles that are served in cycle T and experience a complete stop. The
time interval corresponding to the arrival time of these vehicles is denoted as
αb :
αb = {tb |tb ≤ t∗,b
j,T }
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(2.33)

• transit vehicles that are served in cycle T and experience a partial stop. The
time interval corresponding to the arrival time of these vehicles is denoted as
βb :
q
βb = {tb |t∗,b
j,T < tb ≤ tj,T }

(2.34)

• transit vehicles that are served in cycle T and pass the intersection without
stopping. The time interval corresponding to the arrival time of these vehicles
is denoted as γb :
γb = {tb |tqj,T < tb ≤ τj,T }(2.35)
• transit vehicles that arrive in cycle T , but are served in cycle T + 1. The time
interval corresponding to the arrival time of these vehicles is denoted as δb :

δb = {tb |tb > τj,T }(2.36)

where tb is the arrival time of the transit vehicle b and t∗,b
j,T is the arrival time of the
last transit vehicle in cycle T and lane group j that experiences a complete stop. t∗,b
j,T
is calculated as follows:
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b
b
where vfb , αdec
, and αacc
are cruising speed, deceleration rate, and acceleration rate of

transit vehicles, respectively. Figure 2.3 shows the queuing diagram of lane group j
and the times mentioned above, which determine the case a transit vehicle falls into.
Next two subsections present the estimation of transit delay (or person delay) and
operation times.
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Figure 2.3: Queuing diagram of lane group j for transit arrivals at undersaturated
traffic conditions

2.1.2.1

Transit Delay / Person Delay

Similar to autos, the delay of transit vehicles depends on their arrival time at the
back of the queue and is calculated by equations (2.38) to (2.40) for transit vehicles
of the four described cases.
Delay of a transit vehicle arriving in time intervals αb and βb is the same and is
estimated by Equation (2.38).
i
h
qj
(1)
b
dαb,Tb = dβb,T
= (T − 1)C + Rj (gi,T ) + (tb − τj,T −1 ) − tb
sj

(2.38)

Any transit vehicle that arrives in time interval γb passes the intersection without
stopping and its delay is equal to zero.

b
dγb,T
=0
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(2.39)

Any transit vehicle that arrives after the green time in cycle T is served in the
next cycle and its delay is estimated by equation (2.40).
h
i
qj
(1)
b
= T C + Rj (ginext ) + (tb − τj,T ) − tb
dδb,T
sj

(2.40)

The person delay of a transit vehicle is calculated by multiplying the delay of the
vehicle by the average transit passenger occupancy, ob .
2.1.2.2

Transit Vehicle Operation Times

This subsection presents the estimation of transit vehicle operation times for each of
the four cases described earlier.

2.1.2.2.1

Acceleration/Deceleration Time

A transit vehicle that arrives during time intervals αb and δb experiences a complete
acceleration and deceleration cycle. Therefore, its deceleration time is equal to the
time it needs to reach a complete stop from a cruising speed and its acceleration time
is equal to the time it needs to reach the cruising speed from a complete stop and is
calculated as follows:
b
tαb,acc/dec

=

b
tδb,acc/dec

=

vfb

(2.41)

b
αacc/dec

A transit vehicle that arrives in time interval βb experiences a partial stop. Therefore, the total length of the orange line shown in Figure 2.3 is considered as half of
the sum of acceleration/deceleration times and is split between them based on the
acceleration/deceleration rates as was the case for autos.
"
b
tβb,acc/dec
=2

b

αdec/acc
b + αb
αacc
dec


qj
(1)
(T − 1)C + Rj (gi,T ) + (tb − τj,T −1 ) − tb
sj
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#
(2.42)

Finally, a transit vehicle that arrives in time interval γb passes the intersection
without stopping and its acceleration/deceleration time is zero.

b
= 0.
tγb,acc/dec

2.1.2.2.2

(2.43)

Idling Time

The idling time of a transit vehicle that arrives in intervals αb and δb is equal to the
length of the horizontal line, which corresponds to its arrival time (i.e. horizontal
lines correspond to tb1 and tb2 as shown in Figure 2.3) minus half of the time needed
for a complete acceleration/deceleration mode. A transit vehicle that arrives in case
βb has only a partial stop and its idling time is zero. Finally, any transit vehicle that
arrives in case γb passes the intersection without stopping and its idling time is zero.
The idling time of a transit vehicle in each of the four cases is calculated by equations
(2.44) to (2.46).

(1)

b
tαb,id
= (T − 1)C + Rj (gi,T ) +

vfb 
vfb
qj
+
(tb − τj,T −1 ) − tb −
b
b
sj
2αacc
2αdec

b
b
tβb,id
= tγb,id
=0

(1)

b
tδb,id
= T C + Rj (ginext ) +

2.1.2.2.3

b
b

tδb,acc
+ tδb,dec
qj
(tb − τj,T ) − tb −
sj
2

(2.44)

(2.45)
(2.46)

Cruising Time

The cruising time of a transit vehicle that arrives in any of the four time intervals
is estimated by subtracting half of the acceleration/deceleration times from the time
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needed by a transit vehicle to pass the considered lengths L1 and L2 at cruising speed.
Equations (2.47) to (2.49) are used to estimate transit cruising times.

b
b
=
= tδb,cr
tαb,cr

βb
=
tb,cr

vfb
vfb 
L1 + L2
−
+
b
b
2αacc
vfb
2αdec

βb
b
+ tβb,dec
L1 + L2 tb,acc
−
2
vfb

(2.48)

L1 + L2
vfb

(2.49)

b
=
tγb,cr

2.1.2.3

(2.47)

Transit Part of the Objective Function

To add up the delay (or person delay) and emission of transit vehicles in the objective function, four binary variables are defined for each transit vehicle. The binary
variables are denoted by ωbk , where k ∈ {αb , βb , γb , δb }. If a transit vehicle arrives in
time interval k, ωbk will be one. Otherwise, ωbk will be zero. The transit part of the
objective function when minimizing a combination of person delay and emission is as
follows:
"
Pbmax P
b=1

k∈{αb ,βb ,γb ,δb }

ebcr (ωbk .tkb,cr )

h
λd ob dkb + λe ebacc (ωbk .tkb,acc ) + ebdec (ωbk .tkb,dec ) + ebid (ωbk .tkb,id ) +

#
i

where:
ebm : emission rate of transit vehicle b in mode m where m ∈ {acc, dec, id, cr} [gr/sec].
2.1.3

Mathematical Program Formulation

Now that vehicle delay and operation time are estimated, the optimization problem
can be rewritten as follows with the additional constraints for each transit vehicle to
determine the time interval it falls into.
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M in

J
X

"

h
i
h
a
a
λd oa Dj,T + D̂j,T +1 + λe eaacc (Tacc,T
+ Tacc,T
+1 )+

j=1
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
eadec (Tdec,T
+ Tdec,T
+1 ) + eid (Tid,T + Tid,T +1 ) + ecr (Tcr,T
bX
max

"
X

λd ob ωbk dkb +λe

h

#
i
a
+ Tcr,T
+
+1 )
i

#

ebacc (ωbk .tkb,acc )+ebdec (ωbk .tkb,dec )+ebid (ωbk .tkb,id )+ebcr (ωbk .tkb,cr )

b=1 k∈{αb ,βb ,γb ,δb }

(2.50)
Constrained to:
I
X
i=1

gi,T +

I
X

yi = C

(2.51)

i=1

gi,T ≥ gi,min

(2.52)

gi,T ≤ gi,max

(2.53)

Gej (gi,T ) ≥

qj
C ∀j
sj

(2.54)

b
tαb,id
≥ −(1 − ωbαb )M1

(2.55)

b
tαb,id
≤ ωbαb M1

(2.56)

dαb b ≥ −(1 − ωbαb − ωbβb )M2

(2.57)

dαb b ≤ (ωbαb + ωbβb )M2

(2.58)
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(1 − ωbδb )tb ≤ τj,T

(2.59)

(1 − ωbδb )M3 + ωbδb tb ≥ τj,T

(2.60)

ωbαb + ωbβb + ωbγb + ωbδb = 1

(2.61)

ωbαb , ωbβb , ωbγb , ωbσb ∈ {0, 1}

(2.62)

where M1 , M2 , and M3 are large values. This optimization problem is a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Program (MINLP) since it has both continuous, gi,T , and integer
variables, ωbk . In addition, the objective function has bilinearities due to the multiplication of continuous and integer variables. To deal with bilinearities the method
developed by Floudas [27] and used by Christofa et al. [22] is used.
βb
γb
αb
δb
Four continuous variables, gi,b
, gi,b
, gi,b
, and gi,b
are introduced for each phase and

each transit vehicle. The original continuous variables are redefined based on the new
continuous variables as follows:

βb
γb
αb
δb
gi,T = gi,b
+ gi,b
+ gi,b
+ gi,b

(2.63)

where:
βb
γb
δb
gi,b
= gi,b
= gi,b
=0

if tb ∈ αb ,

(2.64)

γb
αb
δb
gi,b
= gi,b
= gi,b
=0

if tb ∈ βb ,

(2.65)

βb
αb
δb
gi,b
= gi,b
= gi,b
=0

if tb ∈ γb ,

(2.66)

βb
γb
αb
gi,b
= gi,b
= gi,b
=0

if tb ∈ δb .

(2.67)

Now each term in the transit part of the objective function, which consists of
a multiplication of an integer variable and a term that is a function of continuous
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variables can be rewritten using the new continuous variables. For example, the
transit person delay term is rewritten as follows:

bmax
X

i
h
ob ωbαb dαb b + ωbβb dβb b + ωbγb dγb b + ωbδb dδbb =

b=1
kj −1

"
ob (ωbαb

+

ωbβb )
qj
sj

!
qj
(1)
(T − 1)C +
yi + (tb − τj,T −1 ) − tb + ωbγb T C + Rj (gi,next )+
sj
i=1
#
!
! kj −1
lj −1
lj
X
X α
X
q
j
βb
γb
)−
(2.68)
tb − (T − 1)C −
yi − tb +
(gi,bb + gi,b
gi,b
s
j
i=1
i=1
i=1
X

Equation (2.68) does not have any bilinearity. Similarly, the bilinearities in all terms
of the initial objective function (equations 2.50) can be resolved. Constraints (2.52)
and (2.53) should also be replaced by the following constraints:

2.2

k
gi,b
≥ ωbk gi,min

∀i, ∀k ∈ {αb , βb , γb , δb }

(2.69)

k
gi,b
≤ ωbk gi,max

∀i, ∀k ∈ {αb , βb , γb , δb }

(2.70)

Modal Emission Rates Estimation

The modal emission rates are estimated in Khalighi and Christofa [39] using Vehicle
specific Power (VSP) approach and second-by-second rates presented in Frey et al.
[28] and Zhai et al. [86] for gasoline cars and diesel buses, respectively. The VSPbased emission rates of CO and NOx for second-by-second estimation of VSP values
are presented in Figure 2.4 and 2.5 for gasoline cars and diesel buses. Carbon monoxide (CO) has detrimental effects on human health because it interferes with oxygen
absorption by red blood cells. A primary source of CO emissions are gasoline cars.
Although, new vehicle technologies and emission standards have led to significant improvements of CO emissions, there is still high CO concentration in areas with heavy
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traffic congestion. Nitrogen oxides (NOx ) cause the irritation of airways, especially
lungs. They also help the formation of smog components such as ground-level ozone.
Diesel buses are the primary source of NOx emission in some urban areas. In this
study, we consider these two pollutants to see how different emission rates of cars and
buses affect the performance of the proposed signal control system.

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.4: Average modal emission rates of gasoline-fueled auto vehicles for 14 VSP
bins for CO and NOx [29]

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Average modal emission rates of diesel-fueled transit vehicles for 8 VSP
bins for CO and NOx [86]

The detailed calculation of modal emission rates (i.e. acceleration, deceleration,
cruising, and idling modes) is performed as follows:
First, the VSP value for each operation mode is calculated as a function of average
speed, acceleration rate, and link’s grade, which is assumed to be zero for this study.
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Then, based on the calculated VSP, the associated VSP bin and the average emission
rates of that bin are determined. To estimate emission rates more accurately, second
by second VSP values and the resulted emission rates are estimated for the entire
acceleration/deceleration time. Then, the average of the obtained rates are used for
each mode. The assumptions to calculate VSP values for gasoline cars and diesel
buses are as follows:
vfa = 45 km
= 12.5 ms
hr

vfb = 45 km
= 12.5 ms
hr

a
= 3 sm2
αacc

b
= 2 sm2
αacc

a
= 4 sm2
αdec

b
= 2 sm2
αdec

Tables 2.1 to 2.4 show second-by-second emission rates for acceleration and deceleration modes for gasoline and diesel buses. The final emission rate for each mode
(i.e. acceleration and deceleration) is the average of the rates presented in each table. Second-by-second emission rates of idling and cruising modes are assumed to
be constant during the entire time spent in these modes. Tables 2.5 and 2.6 present
the calculated emission rates for each operation mode (i.e. acceleration, deceleration,
idling, and cruising) for auto and transit vehicles, respectively.
Table 2.1: Calculation of average emission rates for gasoline cars for acceleration [40]
Time
[sec]
[0 − 1]
[1 − 2]
[2 − 3]
[3 − 4]
[4 − 4.17]
Average

Speed
Average Speed
VSP
VSP mode NOx
[m/s]
[m/s]
[kw/ton]
[mg/s]
[0 − 3]
1.5
5.15
5
1.7
[3 − 6]
4.5
15.47
8
4.2
[6 − 9]
7.5
25.77
11
7.6
[9 − 12]
10.5
36.39
13
15.5
[12.12.5]
12.25
42.60
14
17.9
7.7
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CO
[mg/s]
11.0
29.2
113.8
441.8
882.3
178.3

Table 2.2: Calculation of average emission rates for gasoline cars for deceleration [40]
Time
[sec]
[0 − 1]
[1 − 2]
[2 − 3]
[3 − 3.13]
Average

Speed
[m/s]
[12.5 − 8.5]
[8.5 − 4.5]
[4.5 − 0.5]
[0.5 − 0]

Avg Speed
[m/s]
10.5
6.5
2.5
0.25

VSP
VSP mode
[kw/ton]
-44.46
1
-27.66
1
-10.67
1
-1.07
2

NOx
[mg/s]
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.6
0.9

CO
[mg/s]
7.8
7.8
7.8
3.9
7.6

Table 2.3: Calculation of average emission rates for diesel buses for acceleration [40]
Time
[sec]
[0 − 1]
[1 − 2]
[2 − 3]
[3 − 4]
[4 − 5]
[5 − 6]
[6 − 6.25]
Average

Speed
[m/s]
[0 − 2]
[2 − 4]
[4 − 6]
[6 − 8]
[8 − 10]
[10 − 12]
[12 − 12.5]

Avg Speed
[m/s]
1.00
3.00
5.00
7.00
9.00
11.00
12.25

VSP
VSP mode
[kw/ton]
2.09
2
6.28
4
10.49
6
14.72
8
18.98
8
23.29
8
26.01
8

NOx
[mg/s]
133
220
255
320
320
320
320
263.6

CO
[mg/s]
35.0
73.0
95.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
63.6

Table 2.4: Calculation of average emission rates for diesel buses for deceleration [40]
Time
[sec]
[0 − 1]
[1 − 2]
[2 − 3]
[3 − 4]
[4 − 5]
[5 − 6]
[6 − 6.25]
Average

Speed
Avg Speed
VSP
VSP mode
[m/s]
[m/s]
[kw/ton]
[12.5 − 10.5]
11.5
-21.62
1
[10.5 − 8.5]
9.5
-17.95
1
[8.5 − 6.5]
7.5
-14.22
1
[6.5 − 4.5]
5.5
-10.45
1
[4.5 − 2.5]
3.5
-6.67
1
[2.5 − 0.5]
1.5
-2.86
1
[0.5 − 0]
0.25
-0.48
1
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NOx
[mg/s]
45.0
45.0
45.0
45.0
45.0
45.0
45.0
45.0

CO
[mg/s]
8.6
8.6
8.6
8.6
8.6
8.6
8.6
8.6

Table 2.5: Modal emission rates for gasoline cars [40]
operating mode
Acceleration
Deceleration
Cruising
Idling

NOx [mg/s]
7.7
0.9
1.2
0.3

CO [mg/s]
178.3
7.6
8.3
3.3

Table 2.6: Modal emission rates for diesel buses [40]
operating mode
Acceleration
Deceleration
Cruising
Idling

2.3

NOx [mg/s]
263.5
45.0
133.3
45.0

CO[mg/s]
63.6
8.6
37.1
8.6

Test Site

To evaluate the performance of the proposed signal control system, real-world data
of the intersection of Mesogion and Katechaki Avenues in Athens, Greece is used.
This intersection serves 9 conflicting transit routes and transit vehicles travel in the
same lanes as general traffic. The signal operates on a 6-phase cycle and its flow ratio
during morning peak hour is Y = 0.9, which is close to saturation considering the
cycle length of C = 120 seconds and lost time of L = 14 seconds. Figure 2.6 illustrates
the intersection’s layout and bus routes that travel through the intersection and figure
2.7 shows the phasing setting of the traffic signal.
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Figure 2.6: Layout of the intersection of Mesogion and Katechaki Avenues, (Source:
[22])

Figure 2.7: Lane group and phasing of the intersection of Mesogion and Katechaki
Avenues, (Source: [22])
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2.4

Evaluation Tests

The performance of the proposed signal control system has been evaluated through
deterministic arrival tests. For deterministic tests, auto arrival and passenger occupancy are assumed to be known and constant. Information of transit arrivals and
passenger occupancy are also assumed to be available a cycle in advance. In real-world
implementation, the information of transit arrivals could be provided by detectors installed at certain distances upstream the intersection. However, in this study the
arrival times of transit vehicles vary across the optimization cycle T to investigate
the performance of the system for different transit arrivals. Additionally, average
passenger occupancy of 1.25 and 30 passengers per vehicle is assumed for autos and
transit vehicles, respectively.
Two sets of evaluation tests are performed to minimize: 1) weighted combinations of vehicle delay and emission, and 2) weighted combinations of person delay
and emission. Three scenarios with no bus, one bus, two buses, and three buses in
conflicting lane groups are performed for both combination of the objectives. The
optimization is performed for different combinations of weighting factors, λd and λe ,
each varying between 0 and 1 while the sum of the weights is equal to 1. Furthermore,
some scenarios are performed for three levels of general traffic demand resulting in
intersection flow ratios of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.9 to investigate the impact of demand on
the performance of the system. After optimizing cycle T , the trade-off between total
delay (and person delay), bus delay, and emissions in two consecutive cycles T and
T + 1 is presented.

2.5

Results

This section presents the results of the scenarios mentioned above. Insights are provided by studying the trade-off between total vehicle delay (or person delay) and
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emissions and the relationship between bus delay and emissions across Pareto Optimal solutions in each designed scenario.

2.5.1

Minimizing Combination of Vehicle Delay and Emissions

Figure 2.8 shows the trade-off between vehicle delay and NOx emissions at intersection
flow ratios of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.9 when there is no bus at the intersection. According to
Figure 2.8a, as λd varies from 0 to 1, delay decreases by only 35 sec (0.016 sec/veh) and
NOx emission increases by only 12 mg (0.005 mg/veh). This suggests that auto vehicle
delay and NOx emissions are not highly conflicting, which is due to the relatively low
NOx emission rates of auto vehicles.
At the higher intersection flow ratio of 0.6 shown in Figure 2.8b, as λd varies from
0 to 1, delay decreases by 49 sec (0.14 sec/veh) and NOx emission increases by 17
mg (0.004 mg/veh). Changes in delay and emissions are lower compared to the case
for intersection flow ratio of 0.4. This was expected because as the intersection flow
ratio increases, the flexibility of the signal control system to adjust signal timings
decreases. Figure 2.8c shows that due to the high traffic demand the system is not
able to change signal timings.
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(a) Intersection flow ratio = 0.4

(b) Intersection flow ratio = 0.6

(c) Intersection flow ratio = 0.9

Figure 2.8: Trade-off between total vehicle delay and NOx emission when there is no
bus at the intersection.
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Figure 2.9 shows the trade-off between vehicle delay and CO emission across
Pareto optimal solutions for intersection flow ratios of 0.4, 0.6, ad 0.9 when there
is no bus at the intersection. Gasoline cars have high CO emission rates particularly,
during acceleration. Thus, CO emission is expected to be more conflicting with auto
delay compared to NOx emission. Figure 2.9a shows that as λd varies from 0 to 1
at the intersection flow ratio of 0.4, auto delay decreases by 135 sec (0.06 sec/veh),
which is a higher change compared to the case when NOx emission was included in the
objective function. CO emission also increases by 720 mg (0.32 gr/veh) as λd varies
from 0 to 1. Therefore, when CO emission levels are a concern at a specific site,
the proposed signal control system can be implemented with appropriate weighting
factors to reduce CO emission while keeping a balance between delay increase and
emission reductions.
At higher intersection flow ratios, the system has lower flexibility to adjust signal
timings. The average changes in auto delay and CO emissions per vehicle at the
intersection flow ratio of 0.6 (Figure 2.9b) are respectively, 0.016 sec/veh and 0.216
mg/veh, which are lower than those changes for the intersection flow ratios of 0.4.
However, because of the higher number of vehicles, the total changes in delay and
emissions can be still significant. Total auto delay decreases by 53 sec and total CO
emission increases by 710 mg as λd increases from 0 to 1. At the intersection flow
ration of 0.9 shown in Figure 2.9c the congested traffic conditions does not allow the
system to adjust signal timings. It should be noted that the range of axes are different
in the two subfigures (and any other figure in this section) because of considerably
different delay and emission produced in each scenario.
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(a) Intersection flow ratio = 0.4

(b) Intersection flow ratio = 0.6

(c) Intersection flow ratio = 0.9

Figure 2.9: Trade-off between total vehicle delay and CO emission when there is no
bus at the intersection.
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2.5.1.1

Scenarios with One Transit Vehicle at the Intersection

When a transit vehicle is present at the intersection, it may be provided with priority over general traffic or not, depending on the emission rates, weighting factors,
and intersection flow ratio. For example, diesel buses have significantly higher NOx
emission rates than gasoline cars. Therefore, when a combination of vehicle delay
and NOx emission with a high emission weight is optimized, the signal control system is likely to give priority to the transit vehicle to reduce total emission at the
intersection. Unlike NOx , the CO emission rate for diesel buses during acceleration
is significantly lower than gasoline cars. Thus, when a combination of vehicle delay
and CO emissions is optimized, a transit vehicle present at the intersection does not
necessarily get priority because it does not produce higher emissions than an auto
vehicle.
Figure 2.10 shows the Pareto Frontier of optimal solutions when weighted combinations of total vehicle delay and total NOx emissions are minimized. In these
scenarios a transit vehicle arriving in lane group 8 is considered in the optimization.
As mentioned earlier, NOx emission rates of diesel buses are significantly higher than
those of gasoline cars. Therefore, we expect to observe major impacts on emissions
in these scenarios.
The tests show that the largest changes in delay and emissions as weighting factors
varies between 0 and 1 occurs when the bus arrives in the first red time period of the
(1)

lane group, R8 , before optimizing the signal timings. This is expected because when
the transit vehicle does not arrive in red duration or at the back of a queue, it can be
served without stopping and the signal timings do not need to be changed to provide
priority to the transit vehicle. In addition, lane group 8 is served by phases 5 and 6
and phase 6 is the last phase of the signal. Therefore, there is only one red duration
(1)

(R8 ) for this lane group. The curves with different colors represent different transit
(1)

arrival times during R8 .
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Figures 2.10a to 2.10c correspond to intersection flow ratios of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.9,
respectively. At an intersection flow ratio of 0.4 (Figure 2.10a), when the bus arrives
at time 0 sec, increasing λe from 0 to 1 leads to 1400 mg (0.62 mg/veh) reduction in
NOx emission at the price of 560 sec (0.26 sec/veh) increase in total delay. Similar
changes are observed for the transit arrivals at times 10 sec, 20 sec, 30 sec, 40 sec,
and 50 sec.
At an intersection flow ratio of 0.6 (Figure 2.10b), delay increases up to 570 sec
(0.17 sec/veh) and NOx emission decreases up to 1030 mg (0.31 mg/veh) as λe varies
from 0 to 1. At intersection flow ratio of 0.9 (Figure 2.10c), delay increases up to
290 sec (0.06) and emission decreases up to 430 mg (0.09 mg/veh) as λe varies from
0 to 1. Thus, lower trade-off can be observed between delay and emissions as the
intersection flow ratio increases.
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(a) Intersection flow ratio = 0.4

(b) Intersection flow ratio = 0.6

(c) Intersection flow ratio = 0.9

Figure 2.10: Trade-off between total vehicle delay and NOx emission when a bus
arrives in lane group 8.
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Figure 2.11 shows the relationship between transit delay and total emissions across
Pareto optimal solutions for different intersection flow ratios. It is shown that transit
delay and total NOx emissions have a direct relationship for all intersection flow ratios.
This is due to the fact that improvements in NOx emissions can be achieved through
prioritizing transit vehicles because of their higher emission rates. As a result, when
site conditions or emission standards necessitates implementing a signal timing plan
to reduce emissions, the proposed signal control system with appropriate weighting
factors can be used to improve total emissions and transit operations at the same
time.
At intersection flow ratio of 0.4 (Figure 2.11) and for transit arrivals at times 0
sec, 10 sec, 20 sec, 30 sec, and 40 sec, transit delay decreases up to 38 sec as λe varies
from 0 to 1. When the transit vehicle arrives at time 50 sec and intersection flow
ratio of 0.4, if a weight higher than 0.2 is given to the emission (λe > 0.2), the transit
vehicle can be served without a stop and its delay will be zero. At intersection flow
ratio of 0.6 and 0.9 (shown in Figures 2.11b and 2.11c, respectively), the system is
not flexible enough to give priority to the transit vehicles that arrives at time 50 sec
for any emission weight. As a result, delay of this transit vehicle is always non-zero.
The lower flexibility of the system at higher intersection flow ratios is also shown by
the lower changes in transit delay and emissions across Pareto optimal solutions. At
intersection flow ratio of 0.9 (Figure 2.11c), transit delay decrease by only 14 sec as
λe varies from 0 to 1.
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(a) Intersection flow ratio = 0.4

(b) Intersection flow ratio = 0.6

(c) Intersection flow ratio = 0.9

Figure 2.11: The relationship between transit delay and total NOx emission for varying weight factors.
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As shown earlier in Figures 2.8a and 2.9 the performance of the system also
depends on the considered pollutant and the emission rates used in the objective
function. Figure 2.12 shows the trade-off between vehicle delay and CO emissions
for varying weights in the objective function. As mentioned earlier, diesel buses have
significantly higher NOx emission rates compared to gasoline cars, but this is not
true for CO emission rates. As a result, we expect to see lower changes in total
vehicle delay (i.e. higher trade-off between delay and emissions) when a combination
of CO emissions and vehicle delay is used as the objective function compared to the
combination of NOx emissions and vehicle delay. At an intersection flow ratio of
0.4, which has the highest flexibility to change signal timings, changing λd from 0
to 1 results in only 50 sec decrease in total delay (0.023 sec/veh) and 160 mg (0.07
mg/veh) increase in CO emission. This delay reduction is considerably lower than the
560 sec (0.26 sec/veh) delay reduction in Figure 2.10a when a combination of NOx
and vehicle delay was optimized.
At an intersection flow ratio of 0.6 (Figure 2.12b), delay decreases by 63 sec (0.018
sec/veh) and CO emission increases by 417 mg (0.12 mg/veh) as λd varies from 0 to
1. Although total changes of delay a and CO emission are higher compared to the
case for intersection flow ratio of 0.4, the average changes per vehicle are lower as
expected due to the lower flexibility of the system. Finally, at the intersection flow
ratio of 0.9, the system cannot make any changes in signal timings and consequent
delays and emissions with the use of different weighting factors.
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(a) Intersection flow ratio = 0.4

(b) Intersection flow ratio = 0.6

(c) Intersection flow ratio = 0.9

Figure 2.12: Trade-off between total vehicle delay and CO emission when a bus arrives
in lane group 8.
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Figure 2.13 shows the relationship between total CO emission and transit delay
with varying weighting factors. Unlike NOx , transit delay has an inverse relationship
with CO emissions. This implies that when the combination of CO emissions and
vehicle delay is minimized, transit vehicles do not have priority over auto vehicles. As
expected due to auto and transit CO emission rates, the improvement in CO emissions
is mostly achieved through improving the operation of auto vehicles. Therefore,
decision makers should pay careful attention to the pollutant and emissions rates
used in the objective of a signal control system to correctly address the air pollution
issues.
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(a) Intersection flow ratio = 0.4

(b) Intersection flow ratio = 0.6

(c) Intersection flow ratio = 0.9

Figure 2.13: The relationship between bus delay and total CO emission for varying
weighting factor.
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2.5.1.2

Scenarios with Two Transit Vehicles at the Intersection

The performance of the signal control system is also evaluated when two transit
vehicles are present at the intersection. Figure 2.14 shows the trade-off between total
NOx emission and vehicle delay when two transit vehicles arrive at the intersection in
conflicting lane groups and the intersection flow ratio is 0.4. Transit vehicles arrive
in lane groups 2 and 8 and their arrival times vary from 0 sec to 50 sec (i.e. different
combinations of arrival times of the two transit vehicles are tested). Scenarios are
performed only for the combination of vehicle delay and NOx emissions since as
shown in the previous section, these two objectives (i.e. total vehicle delay and total
NOc emissions) are more conflicting than the combination of vehicle delay and CO
emissions.
Lane group 2 is served by phases 1 and 2 and during phases 3, 4, 5, and 6 a queue
in this lane group is being formed. Therefore, at the beginning of cycle T , a queue
with a certain length (that depends on the signal timings of cycle T − 1) exists in this
lane groups and a transit vehicle that arrives at the beginning of the cycle have to
stop at the back of the queue until it is served during phases 1 or 2. Since the entire
queue is formed in cycle T − 1 and traffic condition is undersaturated (i.e. vehicles
have at most one stop and are served within one cycle), changes in signal timings
of cycle T does not affect the delay of the transit vehicle that arrives in lane group
2 at time 0 sec. Vice versa, this transit vehicle does not have any impact on the
signal timings of cycle T , the trade-off between delay and emission in cycle T , or on
the operation of the transit vehicle that arrives in lane group 8. As a result, Figure
2.14a shows the same trade-off between delay and NOx emission as for the case with
one transit vehicle shown in Figure 2.10a. Although total amounts of emissions and
delays are higher than the values shown in Figure 2.10a (because emission and delay
of the transit vehicle in lane group 2 is also added), the trade-off is exactly the same.
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When the transit vehicle of lane group 2 arrives at time 10 sec or later, the
queue of lane group 2 that was formed in cycle T − 1 has been disappeared and
the transit vehicle does not necessarily stop. Now, this transit vehicle is considered
in the optimization of cycle T and is candidate to receive priority as well as the
other transit vehicle in lane group 8. Thus, it affects the signal timings of cycle T
and consequently, the trade-off between delay and emission and the operation of the
other transit vehicle that arrives in lane group 8. If a transit vehicle is served without
a stop, high emission that can be produced during a consequent acceleration is saved.
Therefore, the system achieves the minimum emission level by giving priority to at
least one of the transit vehicles. The transit vehicle that arrives in lane group 8 has
(1)

a low chance to receive priority because it arrives during R8 (considering the initial
signal timings before optimization of cycle T ). However, the transit vehicle in lane
group 2 has a higher chance to receive priority by through extending green times
of phases 1 and 2. Therefore, the system imposes higher delay to conflicting traffic
(including the transit vehicle that arrives in lane group 8) to give priority to the
transit vehicle of lane group 2. As the arrival time of the transit vehicle in lane group
2 increases, higher delay should be imposed to the conflicting traffic to serve this
transit vehicle. As a result, a portion of the total saved emission and delay by giving
priority to the transit vehicle in lane group 2 is canceled off by the higher imposed
delay, stops, and consequent emissions to the conflicting traffic. Consequently, lower
changes in total delay and emissions are observed as the arrival time of transit vehicle
in lane group 2 increases. This is shown in Figure 2.15, too, which demonstrates
the relationship between total NOx emissions and delay of the transit vehicle in lane
group 8. According to this figure, as the arrival time of the transit vehicle in lane
group 2 increases, the minimum level of delay of the other transit vehicle in lane
group 8 increases and total changes in its delay and emission across Pareto optimal
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solutions decreases. It should be noted that delay of the transit vehicle in lane group
2 is zero when it arrives between times 10 sec and 50 sec.

(a) tb2 = 0 sec

(b) tb2 = 10 sec

(c) tb2 = 20 sec

(d) tb2 = 30 sec

(e) tb2 = 40 sec

(f) tb2 = 50 sec

Figure 2.14: Trade-off between total vehicle delay and total NOx emission for different
weighting factors when two transit vehicles are present at the intersection in lane
groups 2 and 8 and the intersection flow ratio is 0.4.
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(a) tb2 = 0 sec

(b) tb2 = 10 sec

(c) tb2 = 20 sec

(d) tb2 = 30 sec

(e) tb2 = 40 sec

(f) tb2 = 50 sec

Figure 2.15: The relationship between the delay of the transit vehicle that arrives in
lane group 8 and total NOx emission for varying weighting factor when two transit
vehicles are present at the intersection in lane groups 2 and 8 and the intersection
flow ratio is 0.4.

Figures 2.16 and 2.17 show the the results when two buses are present at the
intersection and the intersection flow ratio is 0.9. As expected the changes in delay
and emissions are lower compared to the case for intersection flow ratio of 0.4. For
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example, when the transit vehicle in lane group 2 arrives at time 30 sec (for different
arrival times of the transit vehicle in lane group 8) (Figure 2.16d), average delay per
vehicle increases by 0.06 and average NOx emissions decreases by 0.09 mg/veh. These
change are lower compared to the increase of 0.16 sec/veh in average delay and the
reduction of 0.38 mg/veh in average NOx emissions per vehicles at the intersection
flow ratio of 0.4.
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(a) tb2 = 0 sec

(b) tb2 = 10 sec

(c) tb2 = 20 sec

(d) tb2 = 30 sec

(e) tb2 = 40 sec

(f) tb2 = 50 sec

Figure 2.16: Trade-off between total vehicle delay and total NOx emission for different
weighting factors when two transit vehicles are present at the intersection in lane
groups 2 and 8 and the intersection flow ratio is 0.9.

Figure 2.17 shows delay of the transit vehicle in lane group 8 when another transit
vehicle arrives in lane group 2 at different times. Comparing this figure with Figure
2.15 shows that at intersection flow ratio of 0.9, delay of the first transit vehicle (in
lane group 8) is less affected by the presence of the second transit vehicle (in lane
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group 2) compared to the case for intersection flow ratio of 0.4. This is due to the
lower flexibility of the system to adjust signal timings.

(a) tb2 = 0 sec

(b) tb2 = 10 sec

(c) tb2 = 20 sec

(d) tb2 = 30 sec

(e) tb2 = 40 sec

(f) tb2 = 50 sec

Figure 2.17: The relationship between the delay of the transit vehicle that arrives in
lane group 8 and total NOx emission for varying weighting factor when two transit
vehicles are present at the intersection in lane groups 2 and 8 and the intersection
flow ratio is 0.9.
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Figure 2.18 shows the trade-off between vehicle delay and CO emissions when two
transit vehicles arrive at the intersection during cycle T and the intersection flow
ratio is 0.4. The figure shows that the transit vehicle that arrives in lane group 2
has no effect on signal timings and consequently resulted vehicle delay and emissions.
This was expected because transit vehicles have significantly lower CO emission rate
during acceleration. Therefore, highest improvements in CO emissions is achieved
through improving auto operations and presence of a transit vehicle does not have a
major impact on signal timings.
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(a) tb2 = 0 sec

(b) tb2 = 10 sec

(c) tb2 = 20 sec

(d) tb2 = 30 sec

(e) tb2 = 40 sec

(f) tb2 = 50 sec

Figure 2.18: Trade-off between total vehicle delay and total CO emission for different
weighting factors when two transit vehicles are present at the intersection in lane
groups 2 and 8 and the intersection flow ratio is 0.4.

Figure 2.19 also shows that signal timings and consequently the operation of the
transit vehicle that arrives in lane group 8 is not affected by the presence of the second
transit vehicles that arrives in lane group 2.
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(a) tb2 = 0 sec

(b) tb2 = 10 sec

(c) tb2 = 20 sec

(d) tb2 = 30 sec

(e) tb2 = 40 sec

(f) tb2 = 50 sec

Figure 2.19: The relationship between the delay of the transit vehicle that arrives in
lane group 8 and total CO emission for varying weighting factor when two transit
vehicles are present at the intersection in lane groups 2 and 8 and the intersection
flow ratio is 0.4.

2.5.1.3

Scenarios with Three Transit Vehicles at the Intersection

It was shown earlier that when two transit vehicles in lane groups 8 and 2 respectively
arrive at times 0 sec and 30 sec, they both are considered in the optimization problem
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(Figure 2.20a). As a result of considering both transit vehicles in the optimization
problem, the system provided priority to the transit vehicle in lane group 2 and higher
delay was imposed to the transit vehicle in lane group 8 (when a high emission weight
was used in the objective function). Now, we add the third transit vehicle in lane
group 1, which is conflicting with lane groups 2 and 8. Therefore, transit vehicles in
lane groups 8 and 2 arrives at times 0 sec and 30 sec and arrival time of the third
transit vehicle varies from time 0 sec to 50 sec. Figure 2.20a shows the resulted delay
and NOx emissions across Pareto optimal solutions when combinations of these two
objectives are minimized.
Figure 2.20b shows that how the presence of the third transit vehicle in lane group
1 affects the operation of transit vehicle in lane group 8. It is shown that when the
third transit vehicle arrives at times 0 sec to 40 sec, it does not have any impact on
the operation of the transit vehicle in lane group 8. When the third transit vehicle
arrives at time 50 sec and a high emission weight is used in the objective function,
the system provides priority to transit vehicles in lane groups 1 and 2. As a result, a
higher delay is imposed to vehicles in other lane groups including the transit vehicle
in lane group 8.
Figures 2.20a and 2.20b suggest that when a low emission weight and high delay
weight is used in the objective function, adding another transit vehicle does not
impact resulted delay and emissions. This is expected because, transit vehicles are
treated as auto vehicle are. However, when a high emission weight and low delay
weight are used in the objective function, usually, the minimized emission is achieved
by prioritizing one or more transit vehicles at the price of imposing higher delay to
other vehicles.
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(a) Trade-off between total vehicle delay and total NOx emissions

(b) Relationship between transit delay and total NOx emissions

Figure 2.20: The impact of the signal control system on vehicle delay and NOx
emissions when there are three transit vehicles at the intersection in lane groups 1,
2, and 8 and the intersection flow ration is 0.4.

Figure 2.21a and 2.21b respectively show the trade-off between vehicle delay and
CO emissions and the relationship between transit delay and CO emissions when
weighted combinations of vehicle delay and CO emissions are minimized. It is shown
that the presence of the third transit vehicle results in lower flexibility of the system
to favor delay or emissions as weighting factors change. However, when transit vehicle
of lane group 1 arrives at time 50 sec (when the signal is green based on the initial
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signal timings), it does not have a significant impact on the system. Therefore, the
system has higher flexibility to adjust signal timings to improve emission or delay.
Consequently, higher trade-off between delay and emission is observed for this case.
Figure 2.21b shows the relationship between transit delay in lane group 8 and
total CO emissions. As expected, due to lower flexibility of the system when three
transit vehicles are present at the intersection, the operation of transit vehicle in lane
group 8 does not change significantly across Pareto optimal solutions.

(a) Trade-off between total vehicle delay and total CO emissions

(b) Relationship between transit delay and total CO emissions

Figure 2.21: The impact of the signal control system on vehicle delay and CO emissions when there are three transit vehicles at the intersection in lane groups 1, 2, and
8 and the intersection flow ration is 0.4.
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2.5.2

Minimizing Combination of Person Delay and Emissions

In the second set of optimization scenarios, a linear combination of total person
delay and emission is minimized. Figures 2.22 and 2.23 show the trade-off between
auto person delay and emissions when NOx and CO are considered in the objective
function, respectively. Figure 2.22a shows that at the intersection flow ratio of 0.4,
total person delay decreases by 42 sec (0.016 sec/person) and total NOx emission
increases by 12 mg (0.005 mg/veh) as λd varies from 0 to 1. At the intersection flow
ratio of 0.6, there is a reduction of 0.014 sec/person and an increase of 0.005 mg/veh as
λd varies from 0 to 1. Changes in average person delay and emission becomes lower
as the intersection flow ratio increases, which is due to the lower flexibility of the
system to adjust signal timings. The low changes and values of emissions and delay
are also due to the low NOx emission rates of gasoline cars. At the intersection flow
ratio of 0.9, changing weighting factors does not have any impact on signal timings
and consequent delays and emissions (Figure 2.22c).
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(a) Intersection flow ratio = 0.4

(b) Intersection flow ratio = 0.6

(c) Intersection flow ratio = 0.9

Figure 2.22: Trade-off between total person delay and NOx emission when there is no
transit vehicle at the intersection.
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Figure 2.23 shows more significant trade-offs between person delay and emissions
when CO emission is considered in the objective function compared to the case for
NOx emissions. The reason is that CO emission rates of gasoline cars is higher than
their NOx emission rates. Figure 2.23 shows that at the intersection flow ratios of 0.4
and 0.6 changes in person delay are respectively, 0.06 sec/person and 0.02 sec/person
and changes in CO emission are respectively, 0.32 mg/veh and 0.21 mg/veh. Figure
2.23c shows that all weighting factors result in the same solution at the intersection
flow ratio of 0.9.
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(a) Intersection flow ratio = 0.4

(b) Intersection flow ratio = 0.6

(c) Intersection flow ratio = 0.9

Figure 2.23: Trade-off between total person delay and CO emission when there is no
transit vehicle at the intersection.
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2.5.2.1

Scenarios with One Transit Vehicle at the Intersection

Transit vehicles have higher passenger occupancy and emission rates compared to auto
vehicles. As a result, if the general traffic conditions allow, for a high delay weight
in the objective function, transit vehicles get priority due to their higher passenger
occupancy and for high emission weights they get priority due to their higher emission
rates.
Figure 2.24a shows the trade-off between total person delay and NOx emissions
for different transit arrival times in lane group 8 and intersection flow ratio of 0.4.
As expected the change in person delay and emissions is lower (around 40 sec (0.01
sec/person) decrease in person delay and 270 mg (0.12 mg/veh) increase in NOx
emission) when λd varies from 0 to 1 compared to the case with a combination of
vehicle delay and emission as the objective function. This means that the current two
objective are less conflicting than the combination of vehicle delay and NOx emissions.
At the intersection flow ratio of 0.6 (Figure 2.24b), changes in person delay and
emissions across Pareto optimal solutions are respectively, 108 sec (0.03 sec/person)
and 355 mg (0.11 mg/veh) and at the intersection flow ratio of 0.9 (Figure 2.24c),
these changes are respectively 44 sec (0.006 sec/person) and 168 mg (0.03 mg/veh).
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(a) Intersection flow ratio = 0.4

(b) Intersection flow ratio = 0.6

(c) Intersection flow ratio = 0.9

Figure 2.24: Trade-off between total person delay and NOx emission when a transit
vehicle arrives in lane group 8.
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Figure 2.25 shows the relationship between transit person delay and total NOx
emissions. Since a major improvement in NOx emissions is achieved by improving
the operation of transit vehicles, transit person delay has a direct relationship with
emissions. Thus, increasing the weight of emissions in the objective function leads
to the improvement of both emissions and transit person delay. Figure 2.25a shows
that at the intersection flow ratio of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.9, changing the emission weight
from 0 to 1 results in up to respectively, 240 sec, 355 sec, and 175 sec improvement
in transit person delay.
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(a) Intersection flow ratio = 0.4

(b) Intersection flow ratio = 0.6

(c) Intersection flow ratio = 0.9

Figure 2.25: The relationship between transit person delay and total NOx emission
for varying weight factors.
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Figure 2.26 shows the resulted person delay and emissions across the Pareto optimal solutions when a combination of total person delay and CO emission is optimized.
Transit vehicles have higher passenger occupancy than auto vehicles and if the traffic
conditions allow, they may receive priority when a high delay weight, λd , is used in
the objective function. Figure 2.26a shows that as λd varies from 0 to 1, total person
delay decreases by 805 sec (0.29 sec/veh) and total CO emission increases by 2320 mg
(1.03 mg/veh). The higher change in emissions compared to 160 mg (0.07 mg/veh)
change in Figure 2.12a means that the two objectives person delay and CO emissions
are more conflicting than vehicle delay and CO emissions, which is due to the higher
passenger occupancy of transit vehicles.
As the intersection flow ratio increases (Figures 2.26b and 2.26c) lower changes
in person delay and CO emissions are observed. In addition, at the intersection flow
ratio of 0.9 when a combination of vehicle delay and CO emission was optimized, all
weighting factors resulted in the same solution (Figure 2.12c). However, Figure 2.26c
shows that when a combination of person delay and CO emission is optimized, the
signal timings can be adjusted to some extent to favor one of the objectives over the
other. According to this figure, an improvement of 1260 mg (0.25 mg/veh) in CO
emissions can be achieved at the price of 80 sec (0.013 sec/person) increase in person
delay.
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(a) Intersection flow ratio = 0.4

(b) Intersection flow ratio = 0.6

(c) Intersection flow ratio = 0.9

Figure 2.26: Trade-off between total person delay and CO emission when a transit
vehicle arrives in lane group 8.
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Figure 2.27 shows the relationship between transit person delay and total CO
emissions across Pareto optimal solutions when a transit vehicle arrives in lane group
8. Figure shows that when a higher weight is given to CO emission, transit person
delay increases. As mentioned earlier, improving CO emission in achieved through
improving auto operations. Therefore, depending on the general traffic condition and
the lane group that a transit vehicle arrives in, transit operation may be improved or
not. To prevent high delays imposed to transit vehicles, a penalty can be considered
for the solutions that worsen transit operation.
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(a) Intersection flow ratio = 0.4

(b) Intersection flow ratio = 0.6

(c) Intersection flow ratio = 0.9

Figure 2.27: The relationship between transit person delay and total CO emission for
varying weight factors.
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2.5.2.2

Scenarios with Two Buses at the Intersection

Figure 2.28 shows total person delay and NOx emissions across Pareto optimal solutions when two transit vehicles in conflicting lane groups 2 and 8 arrive at the
intersection. Different combinations of arrival times 0 sec, 10 sec, 20 sec, 30 sec, 40
sec, and 50 sec for each transit vehicle are tested. As mentioned earlier, the two objectives total person delay and NOx emissions are not as conflicting as vehicle delay
and NOx emissions. As a result, changing weighting factors has small impacts on
resulted person delay and emissions. If the transit vehicle in lane group 2 arrives at
time 0 sec, it is not considered in the optimization of cycle T and it does not have any
impact on the optimized signal timings. When this transit vehicle arrives at time 10
sec (Figure 2.28b), it is served during green time (based on the initial signal timings)
and again it does not have any impact on signal timings, but since it does not have
to stop, the total person delays and emissions are lower compared to Figure 2.28a.
When the transit vehicle in lane group 2 arrives at times 20 sec or later, depending
on the signal timings it may have to stop or not. Therefore, both transit vehicles in
lane groups 2 and 8 are candidates to receive priority. When a high weight is given
to the delay term in the objective function, the most improvement in total person
delay can be achieved by giving priority to both transit vehicles due to their high
passenger occupancy. Similarly, when a high weight is given to the emissions, the
highest improvement is achieved by giving priority to the transit vehicles due to their
high emission rates. Therefore, when two transit vehicles are candidate to receive
priority, but they are in conflicting lane groups, the flexibility of the system to adjust
signal timings is low. This is the reason of low changes in person delay and emissions
in Figures 2.28c to 2.28f.
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(a) tb2 = 0 sec

(b) tb2 = 10 sec

(c) tb2 = 20 sec

(d) tb2 = 30 sec

(e) tb2 = 40 sec

(f) tb2 = 50 sec

Figure 2.28: Trade-off between total person delay and total NOx emission for different
weighting factors when two transit vehicles are present at the intersection in lane
groups 2 and 8 and the intersection flow ratio is 0.4.

Figure 2.29 shows the relationship between total NOx emissions and person delay
of the transit vehicle that arrives in lane group 8 across Pareto optimal solutions.
Figure shows that transit person delay has a direct relationship with total NOx emissions, which is expected since improvement in total emission can be achieved through
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giving priority to transit vehicles. However, in Figures 2.29c to 2.29f corresponding
to times 20 sec to 50 sec, considering a second transit vehicle in the optimization,
limits the ability of the system to change signal timings and having any impact on
transit operations.

(a) tb2 = 0 sec

(b) tb2 = 10 sec

(c) tb2 = 20 sec

(d) tb2 = 30 sec

(e) tb2 = 40 sec

(f) tb2 = 50 sec

Figure 2.29: The relationship between the person delay of the transit vehicle that
arrives in lane group 8 and total NOx emission for varying weighting factor when
two transit vehicles are present at the intersection in lane groups 2 and 8 and the
intersection flow ratio is 0.4.
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Figure 2.30 shows changes in person delay and emissions across Pareto optimal
solutions when a combination of person delay and CO emissions is optimized. Also,
the intersection flow ratio is 0.4 and two transit vehicles arrive at the intersection in
conflicting lane groups 2 and 8. As described earlier, when the transit vehicle in lane
group 2 arrives at times 0 sec and 10 sec, it does not affect signal timings. However,
when this transit vehicle arrives at times later than 20 sec, it imposes some delay
to conflicting traffic to receive priority. Comparison of Figure 2.30 with Figure 2.28
suggests that when buses are present at the intersection, the combination of person
delay and CO emissions are more conflicting than person delay and NOx emissions.
The reason is that a when CO emission is consider in the objective function, a high
weight of emission does not necessarily lead to prioritizing transit vehicles while a
high delay weight leads to prioritizing transit vehicles due to their higher passenger
occupancy. However, when NOx emission is considered in the objective function, both
high emission or delay weight lead to prioritizing transit vehicles if the general traffic
conditions allow. For example, at Figure 2.30d shows that when the transit vehicle
in lane group 2 arrives at time 30 sec and as λd varies form 0 to 1, total person
delay decreases up to 790 sec while when NOx emission is considered in the objective
function 2.30d, there is no trade-off between person delay and emissions.
Figure 2.31 shows the relationship between total CO emissions and the transit
vehicle that arrives in lane group 8. As expected CO emissions and transit person
delay have an inverse relationship since high emission improvements can be achieved
through improving general traffic operations. The increase in transit person delay
when a high emission weight is used shows the importance of directly or indirectly
(i.e. using a penalty for solutions that leads to increased transit delay) considering
transit operation in the objective function.
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(a) tb2 = 0 sec

(b) tb2 = 10 sec

(c) tb2 = 20 sec

(d) tb2 = 30 sec

(e) tb2 = 40 sec

(f) tb2 = 50 sec

Figure 2.30: Trade-off between total person delay and total CO emission for different
weighting factors when two transit vehicles are present at the intersection in lane
groups 2 and 8 and the intersection flow ratio is 0.4.
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(a) tb2 = 0 sec

(b) tb2 = 10 sec

(c) tb2 = 20 sec

(d) tb2 = 30 sec

(e) tb2 = 40 sec

(f) tb2 = 50 sec

Figure 2.31: The relationship between the person delay of the transit vehicle that
arrives in lane group 8 and total CO emission for varying weighting factor when
two transit vehicles are present at the intersection in lane groups 2 and 8 and the
intersection flow ratio is 0.4.

Figure 2.32 shows the trade-off between delay and CO emissions when two transit
vehicles in lane groups 2 and 8 are present at the intersection and the intersection
flow ratio is 0.9.
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(a) tb2 = 0 sec

(b) tb2 = 10 sec

(c) tb2 = 20 sec

(d) tb2 = 30 sec

(e) tb2 = 40 sec

(f) tb2 = 50 sec

Figure 2.32: Trade-off between total person delay and total CO emission for different
weighting factors when two transit vehicles are present at the intersection in lane
groups 2 and 8 and the intersection flow ratio is 0.9.
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(a) tb2 = 0 sec

(b) tb2 = 10 sec

(c) tb2 = 20 sec

(d) tb2 = 30 sec

(e) tb2 = 40 sec

(f) tb2 = 50 sec

Figure 2.33: The relationship between the person delay of the transit vehicle that
arrives in lane group 8 and total CO emission for varying weighting factor when
two transit vehicles are present at the intersection in lane groups 2 and 8 and the
intersection flow ratio is 0.9.

2.5.2.3

Scenarios with Three Transit Vehicles at the Intersection

Figure 2.34 shows the trade-off between total person delay and NOx emissions when
three transit vehicles in lane groups 1, 2, and 8 arrive at the intersection during the
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optimization cycle. Transit vehicles in lane groups 8 and 2 arrives at times 0 sec and
30 sec, and the arrival time of transit vehicle in lane group 1 varies from time 0 sec
to 50 sec. The figure shows that the system has not any flexibility to adjust signal
timings to favor person delay or emissions as the weighting factors change.
The same scenario has been performed considering CO emissions in the objective
function and results are shown in Figure 2.35. In this case there is a trade-off between
person delay and emissions across Pareto optimal solutions. This shows that the pair
of person delay and CO emissions are more conflicting than the pair of person delay
and NOx emissions.

Figure 2.34: Trade-off between total person delay and total NOx emissions when
three transit vehicle are present at the intersection in lane groups 1, 2, and 8 and the
intersection flow ratio is 0.4.
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Figure 2.35: Trade-off between total person delay and total CO emissions when three
transit vehicle are present at the intersection in lane groups 1, 2, and 8 and the
intersection flow ratio is 0.4.

2.6

Cost Analysis

To evaluate and compare the delay and emissions associated with Pareto optimal
solutions, the same unit should be used for both performance measures. Therefore,
the cost of delay and emissions is evaluated across Pareto optimal solutions. Figure
2.36 shows the Pareto Frontier resulted from optimizing weighted combinations of
vehicle delay and NOx emission are minimized. To convert delay and emission to
associated costs, value of time of 15 $/hr (average value of time per person in Chicago
[51]) and NOx emission cost of 77,000 $/ton [67] is used. As shown in the figure the
rate of change in emission cost is significantly lower than the rate of change in delay
cost across Pareto optimal solutions.
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Figure 2.36: Delay and NOx emissions cost associated with Pareto optimal solutions

2.7

Summary of Findings

Two real-time signal control systems are proposed for isolated intersections, which
operate at undersaturated traffic conditions. The first signal control strategy minimizes a weighted combination of total vehicle delay and total emissions and the
second signal control system minimizes a weighted combination of total person delay
and emissions. Both auto and transit vehicles are considered in the developed signal
control system. The impact of each individual auto and transit vehicle on optimal
signal timings is significantly different due to their different passenger occupancy and
emission rates for those two modes. Furthermore, this signal control system is able to
deal with a situation when more than one transit vehicle arrive in conflicting routes,
based on the impact they have on total delay and emissions at the intersection.
The experiments performed to evaluate the performance of the signal control
strategies showed that total vehicle delay and emissions objectives or total person
delay and emissions could be highly conflicting depending on the considered pollutant and emission rates used. Furthermore, the operation of transit vehicles could be
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directly or inversely related to total emissions again depending on the specific pollutant considered. This study presents optimal solutions and the trade-offs between
delay and emissions as well as their impact on transit operation for different combinations of the two conflicting objectives. The presented Pareto Frontiers help authorities
make informed decisions regarding the appropriate choice of objective function for a
specific site and meeting emission standards considering the impact on traffic and
transit operations at an intersection.
The study shows that when there is no transit vehicle at the intersection and a
combination of total vehicle delay and NOx emissions is optimized, there is a low
trade-off between delay and emissions due to low NOx emission rates of autos. However, when there are transit vehicles at the intersection, these two objectives are highly
conflicting and also significant improvements in NOx emissions can be achieved by
improving transit operations. On the contrary, total vehicle delay and CO emissions
are more conflicting because of higher CO emission rates of auto vehicles, but the
presence of transit vehicles does not have a major impact on signal timings due to
low CO emission rates of transit vehicles compared to autos. Furthermore, total person delay and NOx emissions are less conflicting than the objectives total person delay
and CO emissions when transit vehicles are present at the intersection. The reason is
that in the former, highest improvements can be achieved through prioritizing transit
vehicles no matter what weighting factors are used. However, in the latter, transit
vehicles are likely to get priority and impact signal timings if a high weight for delay is
used. The study also shows that the system is less flexible to adjust signal timings at
higher intersection flow ratios and lower trade-off between average delay and emission
per vehicle (or per person) is observed.
Future studies will focus on extending the current signal control strategy to account for the entire range of traffic conditions from undersaturated to oversaturated
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condition. Furthermore, the assumptions of constant cycle length or phase sequence
will be relaxed to improve the flexibility of the system to optimize signal settings.
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CHAPTER 3
ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE OF
ROUNDABOUTS

The need for a simple yet adequate tool that can be used for a comprehensive evaluation of the performance of roundabouts motivates this study. A model based on
Cellular Automata (CA) is developed to simulate traffic conditions at a single-lane
roundabout and the corresponding signalized intersection to obtain vehicle trajectories and estimate operational measures (i.e. travel time and delay). Vehicle trajectories are also used along with VSP-based emission rates to estimate emissions at the
roundabout and signalized intersection. The operational and environmental performance of single-lane roundabouts and signalized intersections under different traffic
conditions (i.e. total traffic demand and left turn ratios) and pedestrian volumes are
compared against each other. The conclusions of this study on the operational and
environmental performance of roundabouts can assist transportation engineers make
informed decisions when to replace a signalized intersection with a roundabout.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the general CA model for traffic simulation is presented. Then, the CA model is calibrated for a roundabout and a
signalized intersection with single-lane approaches. After that, the estimation of
VSP-based emission rates for gasoline cars and diesel buses is presented. The next
section describes the sensitivity analysis scenarios designed for evaluating the performance of roundabouts and signalized intersections under different conditions. Before
presenting the results of sensitivity analysis, the CA-based models are compared with
the results from the Aimsun microsimulation tool. Then, the results of sensitivity
analysis are discussed and conclusions are presented.
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3.1

Traffic Simulation based on Cellular Automata

The CA model is used in this study because of the following reasons:
• the model needs simple calibration,
• it reproduces individual vehicle’s trajectories,
• it can account for different moving objects with different lengths by considering
an appropriate cell length and number of cells for each object, and
• ideally, it can account for different cruising speed of vehicles (depending on the
simulation step),
Cellular Automata (CA) is a mathematical model, first developed in 1948 by
a mathematician and physicist, John Louis von Neumann to understand biological
evolution and self-reproduction in biological systems [78]. After that , the concept
was used in a broad range of fields. In early 1990s, it was used in traffic simulation
by two German physicists Kai Nagel and Michael Schreckenberg [55]. The original
Nagel-Schreckenberg model was a simple model for freeway traffic flow that could
reproduce traffic jams (i.e. the model could show transition from laminar flow to
start-stop waves with increasing vehicle density.)
A cellular automaton is a system that consists of cells with equal size that form
a one or multi-dimensional array. Each cell can be in a state of a finite set of states
and interacts with its neighboring cells. The state of a cell is updated at discrete
time steps using the information of the state of the cell itself and its neighboring cells
at the previous time step based on some predefined rules. Therefore, all cells can be
updated in parallel as the information of the previous time step is sufficient to update
a cells’ state [55].
The Nagel-Schreckenberg model for traffic simulation is defined as a one-dimensional
array of cells, which represents a freeway segment. Each cell has a length of 7.5 m
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and can be either occupied by one vehicle or be empty. Vehicles travel at a speed
that takes an integer value between 0 and vmax . A speed value represents the number
of cells a vehicle moves forward during one time step (i.e. simulation step). The rules
to update a cell’s state are as follows:
1. Acceleration: If the gap in front of a vehicle (i.e. the number of empty cells
between a vehicle and the preceding vehicle) is greater than the current speed
and the current speed is less than vmax , then the speed of the vehicle will be
increased by one.

if gap > vt and vt < vmax ⇒ vt+1 = vt + 1

(3.1)

2. Deceleration (due to other vehicles): if the gap in front of a vehicle is less than
its current speed, then the speed will be decreased to the available gap such
that the vehicle stops behind the preceding vehicle.

if gap = i and i < vt ⇒ vt+1 = i

(3.2)

3. Randomization: if the velocity of a vehicle is greater than zero, it will be decreased by one with probability p.
4. Movement: Each vehicle moves v cells forward.
where vt and vt+1 are the speed of a vehicle at time steps t and t+1, respectively. The
randomization step is essential in simulating traffic to account for fluctuations due to
human behavior or varying external conditions such as road’s geometry. Figure 3.1
shows the state of a short section of three cells during 6 time steps.

Figure 3.1: Vehicles movement in CA model
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It is worth noting that in the CA model when a queue of vehicles is dissipating,
each vehicle has a reaction time of one simulation step to move forward since it should
see an empty cell in front at the previous simulation step to be able to move forward
at the current simulation step. For example, when there is a queue at a roundabout
and there is enough gap in the circular section, vehicles enter the roundabout at a
headway of two simulation steps as show in figure 3.2

Figure 3.2: The state of the roundabout at consecutive simulation steps steps when
there is a queue at the entry

3.1.1

Application of CA Model on a Roundabout with Single-Lane Approaches

The Nagel-Schreckenberg model is used in this study with the following considerations
regarding roundabout’s specific traffic rules: 1) Vehicles slow down while approaching
the roundabout in order to reach a safe speed to enter the roundabout; 2) Vehicles
stop at the entry of the roundabout if there is not sufficient gap (i.e. enough empty
cells) in the circulating area; 3) Vehicles need to yield before crosswalks if a pedestrian
is present at the crosswalk. Thus, if there is any pedestrian at one of the crosswalks,
that corresponding cell is assumed to be occupied until the pedestrian crosses the
street. Figure 3.3 illustrates the general cell structure of a single-lane roundabout.
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Figure 3.3: Cell structure of a single-lane roundabout

3.1.1.1

Study Site

The roundabout on the campus of the University of Massachusetts (UMass) Amherst
(intersection of N. Pleasant St. and Governor’s Dr.), is used as the case study. Figure
3.4 shows an aerial photo of the study site.

Figure 3.4: The roundabout at the intersection of N. Pleasant St. and Governor’s
Dr., Amherst, MA [5]

The real-world traffic demand and pedestrian volume data are used as the basis of
the experiments. Data on traffic demand and pedestrian volume was collected using
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installed cameras at the site during 8:00 AM - 10:00 AM on 10/25/2016 (Tuesday),
and the peak hour demand (8:30 AM - 9:30 AM) is used in this study, which is
presented in Table 3.1. Traffic and pedestrian arrivals are assumed to follow Poisson
distribution with mean flow rates according to the collected data in the field. In
addition, the real-world schedule of Pioneer Valley Transit Authority (PVTA) buses
is used along with general traffic demand. At a signalized intersection with cycle
length of 51 sec, green splits of 22.5 sec for both NB-SB and EB-WB directions and
yellow time of 3 sec (optimal signal timings obtained by SYNCHRO), the real-world
traffic demand results in a volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratio of 0.5.
Table 3.1: Traffic and pedestrian demand at the roundabout of N. Pleasant St. and
Governor’s Dr., Amherst, MA

An INTERSECTOR radar [7] was used to collect vehicles’ real-world trajectories
at the test site during a non-peak time (11:30 AM - 12:00 PM) to approximate the
models’ speed limits based on the real speed of non-stopping vehicles. Vehicles’ speed
do not necessarily follow the posted speed limits on the site. Observations show that
vehicles travel at higher speeds at far distances from the roundabout and slow down
when they get closer to reach a safe speed to enter the roundabout. In the CA model,
the maximum speed on different segments of the approaching links is calibrated such
that simulation trajectories better match real-world trajectories.
The radar was installed on a light post on the southbound direction of the N.
Pleasant St. (downstream the roundabout) to capture vehicles’ trajectories approach-
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ing from the upstream link. The radar could detect vehicles at approximately 200
m upstream the roundabout and monitor their movement until they arrive at the
roundabout (point 0 on the horizontal axis on Figure 3.5). In some cases captured
trajectories continue to some distance inside the roundabout, but the speed data of
radar is not very accurate for close distances where the angle between the radar and
the moving object is large. Therefore, we do not use those parts of trajectories (inside
the roundabout) for speed calibration.
Figure 3.5 shows representative trajectories (i.e. speed vs. distance from the
roundabout) of vehicles that do not have to stop or decelerate due to a preceding car,
conflicting traffic, or pedestrian. These vehicles only slow down to reach a safe speed
at the entry of the roundabout. It is described in subsection 3.1.1.2 that how speed
limits in the CA model are determined using the real-world trajectories. The next
subsection presents the general inputs of the roundabout CA model.

Figure 3.5: Trajectories of non-stopping vehicles (southbound direction)

3.1.1.2

General Inputs

The inputs to the model are as follows:
• Cell length: A length of 7.5 m is assumed for each cell as the length assumed
in the Nagel-Schreckenberg model, which is the sum of 4.5 m that is the repre-
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sentation of an average length of a car and 1.5 m empty space at the beginning
and end of a cell. Buses have a length of 12 m and they occupy two cells.
• Cellular structure: The circular part of the roundabout consists of 8 cells,
so each quarter consists of 2 cells as shown in figure 3.3. A length of 225 m (30
cells) has been considered in the simulation of the roundabout. This length is
selected such that it covers the maximum queue length for the tested scenarios.
• Simulation step: One of the limitations of the CA model is related to the
choice of an appropriate simulation step. The choice of the simulation step
affects the speed resolution (i.e. feasible speed levels) in a CA model since
vehicles should be able to travel at least one cell per simulation step. As a
result, the smaller the simulation step the greater the speed values are. Usually,
a simulation step of 1 second is used in CA-based traffic models for freeways. At
urban intersections, the fluctuations in speed are more than at freeways due to
the interactions between vehicles, pedestrians, and the geometric design of the
intersections as well as the presence of control. Therefore, a smaller simulation
step results in better capturing these fluctuations. On the other hand, a smaller
simulation step leads to less accurate speed estimations at urban streets, which
have lower speed limits than freeways. Thus, attention should be paid when
selecting the simulation step. In this study, the roundabout traffic is modeled
using two different simulation steps of 1 sec and 1.5 sec and the model that most
accurately fits the results obtained by Aimsun microsimulation tool is used to
perform the sensitivity analysis. A simulation step of 1.5 sec results in discrete
speed levels of 11.2 mph, 22.4 mph, and 33.6 mph for respectively, 1, 2, and 3
cells per simulation step. We will see later this choice of simulation step leads
to a reasonable gap acceptance, follow-up headway, and entry speed of vehicles
at the roundabout. On the other hand, this specific simulation step has some
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disadvantages such as a circulating speed inside the roundabout that is higher
than the average real-world speed. A simulation step of 1 sec results in discrete
speed levels of 16.8 mph and 33.6 mph for 1 and 2 cells per simulation step.
A simulation step of 1 sec results in more accurate speed inside the circulating
area, but higher acceleration/deceleration rates. The pros and cons of each
simulation step are presented later in this section.
• Pedestrian crossing: Pedestrian crosswalks are located at approximately 10
m before the entry and after the exit of the roundabout. If a pedestrian is
present at a crosswalk, the corresponding cell is assumed to be occupied until
the pedestrian crosses the lane. According to the Highway Capacity Manual
(HCM 2010), pedestrian walking speed for crossing a street is 3.5 ft/sec (1.07
m/sec) for most conditions with small number of old pedestrians. The walking
distance on each crosswalk (curb to refugee island and vice versa) is 5.2 m.
Therefore, a pedestrian needs 4.9 sec to cross each lane. However, the average
of pedestrians’ crossing times at the test site obtained from the video data
(collected from 8:00 AM - 10:00 AM on 10/25/2016) were on average 4.2 seconds
(the reason for lower real crossing time than the one presented in HCM 2010
is that the majority of pedestrian population at this specific test site is young
college students). Therefore, in the experiments with simulation step of 1.5
sec and 1 sec, pedestrian crossing time of respectively 3 simulation steps and 4
simulation steps for crossing the crosswalks on both directions of a link is used.
Gates et la. [31] showed that pedestrian groups of 5 or more are about 0.6 ft/s
(0.18 m/sec) slower than individuals. However, there is no pedestrian signal
at the roundabout and it was observed that the majority of pedestrians cross
the street individually once they arrive at the crosswalk. Thus, the group effect
on walking speed is ignored in the roundabout CA model. It is however, later
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considered in the calculation of pedestrians crossing time when simulating the
signalized intersection.
• Speed limits: The speed resolution of the CA model does not allow an accurate
calibration of speed. For the roundabout CA model with a simulation step of
1.5 sec, field trajectories at the test site are used to determine the speed limits.
The feasible speed levels in the CA model with simulation step of 1.5 sec are
11.2 mph, 22.4 mph, and 33.6 mph. As illustrated in figure 3.5, the maximum
speed of vehicles is between 32 mph to 37 mph. Therefore, the highest speed
in the CA model is assumed to be 3 cells/simulation step (33.6 mph). The
lengths to impose speed limits of 2 cells/simulation step and 3 cells/simulation
step are selected such that the sum square of the differences of real speeds on
trajectories and the speed limit of the sections gets minimized. As a result, the
maximum speed of vehicles on upstream links is 3 cells/simulation step from
the beginning of the link to 47 m upstream the roundabout. Vehicles slow
down to 2 cells/simulation step when they have a shorter distance of 47 m (≈6
cells) to the roundabout and they again decelerate to 1 cell/simulation step at
the last cell upstream the roundabout. Since vehicles trajectories within the
roundabout and the exiting link are not available, video data is used to simply
estimate the speed based on travel time and distance between two points for
vehicles that do not slow down due to a preceding vehicle or a pedestrian. The
observations showed an average speed of 15 mph inside the roundabout and
24.1 mph on the first 5 cells after the roundabout exit. Video data on exiting
links was not available so the same speed limit of 33.6 mph used for far cell on
upstream link is used here, too. Therefore, the CA speed limits on exiting links
are 2 cells/simulation step and 3 cells/simulation step. However, the average
speed inside the circular section is not close to any of speed levels (11.2 mph or
22.4 mph), which is a limitation of the CA model that can result in inaccurate
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estimation of operational and environmental measures. Figure 3.6a illustrates
speed limits on different section of the roundabout when the simulation step is
1.5 sec.
In the simulation models with simulation step of 1 sec, a speed limit of 16.8 mph
(≈1 cell/simulation step) is used at 30 m (4 cells) upstream, 22.5 m (3 cells)
downstream, and inside the junction. Distances that are further away from the
intersection have a speed limit of 33.6 mph (≈2 cells/simulation step). Figure
3.6b shows the speed limit on different sections of the roundabout when the
simulation step is 1 sec. In both models with either a simulation step of 1 sec or
1.5 sec, the same speed limits for cars and buses are used because at an urban
intersection (where speed limits are not very high) with one-lane approaches
they have to follow the same speed limits.

(a) Simulation step = 1.5 sec

(b) Simulation step = 1 sec

Figure 3.6: Speed limits at the roundabout

• Critical gap: Critical gap is the minimum time interval in the circulating
flow when an entering vehicle can safely enter a roundabout [83]. According to
the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP), critical gap
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at single-lane roundabouts in U.S. is 4.5 sec, but it is recommended that the
site-specific values are used if available [62]. A field study conducted by Abrams
et al. [12] to measure the critical gap on the same roundabout modeled in this
dissertation suggests a critical gap of 2.2 sec. Therefore, when a simulation
step of 1.5 sec is used, the assumed critical gap is approximately 1.5 simulation
steps. Considering the speed limit inside the roundabout (2 cell/simulation
step) a vehicle, which is not stopped or slowed down by a preceding vehicle,
travels 3 cells in 1.5 simulation steps. Therefore, a spatial interpretation of the
critical gap is 3 cells (the cell right after the entry plus the cells on the previous
roundabout quarter), which is verified by the video data at the roundabout of
interest. In simulations with time step of 1 sec, a critical gap of 3 sec is used
since, which again has an interpretation of 3 cells considering the speed limit of
1 cell/time inside the roundabout.
• Follow-up headway: Follow-up headway is defined as the time between the
departure of the first vehicle from the roundabout entry and the departure of
the next vehicle when a vehicle exists on the roundabout entry [52]. HCM
2010, HCM 2016, and NCHRP respectively present values of 3.2 sec, 2.6 sec,
and 3.2 sec for follow up headway at a single-lane roundabout [52]. The follow
up headway in the CA model is directly determined by the simulation step since
it always takes 2 simulation steps for the second vehicle in the queue to enter
the roundabout (as show in figure 3.2). Therefore, a simulation step of 1.5 sec
leads to a follow up headway of 3 sec and a simulation step of 1 sec leads to a
follow up headway of 2 sec.
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3.1.2

CA Model for a Signalized Intersection

This section describes the CA model for a signalized intersection. Figure 3.8 demonstrates the cell structure of a signalized intersection. The inputs and assumptions of
the model are as follows:
• Cell length: A cell length of 7.5 m is assumed as the case for the roundabout
model.
• Cellular structure:

The Cellular structure of a signalized intersection with

one-lane approaches is shown in figure 3.8. There are four cells inside the
intersection and a length of 225 m (30 cells) is assumed for all links.
• Simulation step: Simulation step of 1 sec is assumed for the simulation of
the signalized intersection. Although this small simulation step results in large
speed bins, it leads to the saturation headway of 2 sec, which is recommended
by HCM 2010 and has a significant effect on the capacity of the intersection.
• Pedestrian crossing: When pedestrians arrive at the intersection wait until
their opposite direction’s signal turns green. Then, they cross the intersection
individually or in groups (if there are more than one pedestrians waiting to
cross the same street in the same direction). The crossing speed of pedestrians
suggested in HCM 2010 is 3.5 ft/sec (1.07 m/sec), but pedestrian groups of 5
or more are about 0.6 ft/s (0.18 m/sec) slower than individuals [31]. Therefore, when a pedestrian group is larger than 5 pedestrians, their walking speed
reduces to 2.9 ft/sec (0.89 m/sec). A width of 3.2 m is used for each lane at
the intersection. Thus, individuals or groups of less than 5 pedestrians need 6
sec (6 simulation steps) and groups of more than 5 pedestrians need 7.2 sec (≈
7 simulation steps) to cross both lanes. Right and left turning vehicles should
yield to pedestrians on the crosswalks on both entering and exiting links and
wait until the pedestrian leaves the crosswalk before they proceed.
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• Speed limits: The speed limits have been chosen to be as close as possible
to the real-world speed limits (i.e. speed limits at a signalized intersection in
an urban area). A speed limit of 16.8 mph (≈1 cells/simulation step) is used
from 30 m (4 cells) upstream the intersection to the stop-bar, right after the
intersection to 22.5 m (3 cells) downstream, and inside the intersection. Further
distances on the links have a speed limit of 33.6 mph (≈2 cells/simulation step).
Figure 3.7 shows the speed limits on different sections.

Figure 3.7: Speed limits at the signalized intersection

• Signal Settings: The traffic signal operates on two phases and therefore,
permissive left turns. Phase 1 serves the Northbound and Southbound directions
and phase 2 serves the Eastbound and Westbound directions. In addition, right
turn on red is allowed. Signal settings are optimized using SYNCHRO for each
designed scenario. The optimized signal timings are presented in table 3.2
Table 3.2: Optimized signal timings by SYNCHRO

• Critical Gap: A critical gap of 3 sec for permissive left turns is assumed.
When a vehicle is in the intersection and wants to turn left, it waits for a gap
of 3 sec, which has a spatial interpretation of 3 cells (considering 1 sec for the
simulation step) in the through traffic.
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Figure 3.8: Cell structure of a signalized intersection with one-lane approches

3.2

Aimsun Models Calibration

The CA-based simulation models of roundabout and signalized intersection are evaluated by the Aimsun microsimulation tool. Amongst the two roundabout models
with simulation steps of 1 sec and 1.5 sec, the model that matches the Aimsun model
more is used in the sensitivity analysis experiments. Average travel times obtained
from the CA models are compared to Aimsun results at different traffic demands.
The simulation parameters used in Aimsun are as follows:
• simulation step: 1 sec,
• reaction time to stop: 1.35 sec,
• reaction time at traffic light: 2 sec,
• initial safety margin

1

of 3 sec,

1
“a safety gap required between a passing yielding vehicle and the next priority vehicle. This
gap is used when the yielding vehicle has just arrived at the yield sign.” [1]
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• final safety margin2 : 1 sec,
• initial give-way time factor3 : 1,
• final give-way time factor4 : 2.
Aimsun does not have a single value for critical gap at roundabouts, but the gap
acceptance behavior can be calibrated using the last four parameters described above.
The Aimsun default values are used for these parameters.

3.3

Emission Rates

After simulating traffic and reproducing vehicles’ trajectories, emission is estimated
using the speed profile of individual vehicles. As explained in chapter 2, vehicular
emission rates are significantly different across the vehicle operation modes and acceleration has the highest emission rates. In addition, it is shown that the Vehicle
Specific Power (VSP) approach, which is an indicator of the vehicle’s engine power is
directly associated with vehicle’s emission rates [14]. Therefore, we use the VSP-based
emission rates along with vehicle trajectories to estimate emissions.
To calculate VSP-based emission rates, the equations presented by Frey et al. [29]
and Zhai et al. [86] respectively for gasoline cars and diesel buses are used. Emission
rates are estimated for the transition from one to the next simulation step. A vehicle’s
speed for the period from time t to t + 1 is the average of the two speeds at these
two simulation steps. Since a vehicle’s speed increases up to 1 cell/simulation step
(this is a rule of the CA model that vehicles cannot increase their speed more than

2

“a safety gap required between a passing yielding vehicle and the next priority vehicle. This
gap is used when the yielding vehicle has now been waiting for a time at the yield sign.” [1]
3

“Multiplied by the giveWayTime of the vehicle, this factor determines when the gap required
by the vehicle starts to decrease linearly from the maximumGap value.”[1]
4

“Multiplied by the giveWayTime of the vehicle, this factor determines when the gap required
by the vehicle has reached the minimumGap value.” [1]
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1 cell/simulation step), the acceleration rate will be either zero or 1 cell/(simulation
step)2 , which results in an approximate acceleration rate of 4.44 m/s2 when a simulation step of 1.5 sec is used and 7.5 m/s2 when a simulation step of 1 sec is used.
Deceleration rate gets any of the values of -1, -2, or -3 cells/(simulation step)2 when
the simulation step is 1.5 sec and -1 or -2 cells/(simulation step)2 when the simulation
step is 1 sec. These values are respectively equal to -4.44, -8.88, -13.31 m/s2 for a
simulation step of 1.5 sec and -7.5 and -15 m/s2 for a simulation step of 1 sec. Estimated CO2 , NOx and CO emission rates of gasoline cars and diesel buses for possible
speed and acceleration/deceleration combinations for CA models with a simulation
step of 1 sec or 1.5 sec are presented in Tables 3.3 to 3.6. The original emission rates
for the VSP binning approach are presented by [29] and shown in Figure 2.4.
Table 3.3: Estimated emission rates of gasoline cars with a simulation step of 1.5 sec

Table 3.4: Estimated emission rates of diesel buses with a simultion step of 1.5 sec
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Table 3.5: Estimated emission rates of gasoline cars with a simulation step of 1 sec

Table 3.6: Estimated emission rates of diesel buses with a simultion step of 1 sec

3.4

Experiments

This section describes various scenarios designed to analyze the sensitivity of performance measures (i.e. travel time, delay, and emissions) to total traffic demand, left
turning ratio, and pedestrian volume. Ten replications with different random seeds
have been ran for each scenario and model to account for the stochasticity in vehicle
and pedestrian arrivals.
Scenarios with Varying Traffic Demand
The first set of scenarios investigates the performance of roundabouts and signalized
intersections under different levels of total traffic demand at the junction without the
presence of pedestrians. The real-world traffic demand is used as the basis of these
scenarios such that the demand used in each scenario is a percentage of the real-world
demand. In addition, the sensitivity analysis has been performed with and without
the presence of buses.
Nine scenarios with zero pedestrian volume paired with 60%, 80%, 100%, 120%,
140%, 160%, 180%, 200%, and 220% of the base traffic demand are designed. In the
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first set of experiments buses are included in the simulation and in the second set
they are not included. As presented in Table 3.2, traffic demand of 60% to 180% of
the base demand results in undersaturated condition, traffic demand of 200% of the
base demand leads to saturated condition, and Finally, a traffic demand of 220% of
the base demand results in oversaturated conditions. The resulted CO, CO2 and NOx
emissions, travel time, and delay are presented.
Scenarios with Varying Left Turn Ratio
In the second set of scenarios, the impact of left turn ratios on the performance
of signalized intersections and roundabouts is analyzed. Two sets of scenarios are
designed. In each set, zero right turn demand is paired with total demand of 300 vph
for through and left turning traffic on each approach. In the first subset of scenarios,
only the left turning ratio of Northbound and Southbound approaches changes as
shown in Figure 3.9a while the left turn demand on the Eastbound and Westbound
approaches is fixed and equal to zero. In the second set of scenarios, the left turning
ratio on all approaches changes as shown in Figure 3.9b. In these scenarios, buses are
not included in the simulations.
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(a) Varying left turning ratio on Northbound and Southbound approaches

(b) Varying left turning ratio on all approaches

Figure 3.9: Scenarios for sensitivity analysis with respect to left turning ratios

Scenarios with Varying Pedestrian Volume
An important difference between signalized intersections and roundabouts is related
to pedestrian crossings. At roundabouts vehicles have to yield to pedestrians present
at crosswalks so higher pedestrian volumes can potentially increase the number of
stops and emissions. Two sensitivity analysis experiments are performed to assess
the effect of various levels of pedestrian volume on the performance of roundabouts
and signalized intersections. In the first set of scenarios, buses are not included in the
simulations, but in the second set, they are included. In all scenarios traffic demand
is constant and equal to the real-world demand and pedestrian volume takes different
percentages of 0%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%, 120%, 140% of the real-world volume.
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3.5

Results

This section first validates the CA models of roundabout and signalized intersection
using Aimsun. Then, the results of the sensitivity analyses using the CA model are
presented and discussed.

3.5.1

Evaluation of the CA model

The results for CA roundabout models with simulation steps of 1.5 sec and 1 sec
are presented and the simulation step, which leads to more consistent results as
Aimsun results is selected to be used for the sensitivity analysis. For the signalized
intersection, the results of a CA model with a simulation step of 1 sec are presented
and the same model is used in the sensitivity analysis experiments.
Average travel time and delay per vehicle are the performance measures used to
evaluate the CA model. It is worth noting that Aimsun considers a speed acceptance
parameter for each type of vehicle that is multiplied by sections’ speed limits and
determines the maximum speed a vehicle can have. This parameter is used to account
for the fact that vehicles do not necessarily follow the speed limits in the real-world.
Speed acceptance affects travel time and delay estimated by Aimsun since the actual
travel time depends on the vehicle’s speed. In addition, delay is calculated as the
difference between free flow and actual travel time and the speed acceptance factor is
considered in the calculation of free flow travel time (i.e. speed limits are multiplied
by this parameter). The value used in Aimsun is 1.1 with a deviation of 0.1 for cars.
The same values are used for buses in this study.
Furthermore, CA results on the number of stops are not compared with Aimsun’s
results since the CA model overestimates the number of stops and this measure is
more sensitive to increases in traffic demand. In the CA model, every time a vehicle decelerates from speed 1 cell/simulation step (16.8 mph), it reaches speed 0
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cell/simulation step. However, in reality any deceleration from speed 16.8 mph does
not necessarily lead to a complete stop.

3.5.1.1

Evaluation Tests when Buses are Considered

This subsection presents the results of evaluation experiments when buses are not
included in the simulations. Figure 3.10a shows the average travel times per vehicle.
At traffic demands of 60% to 120% of the base demand (i.e. undersaturated traffic
conditions), travel times obtained from the CA model and Aimsun are similar with
very small differences , which are not significant. However, at the traffic demands
of 140% and 160% of the base demand (i.e. undersaturated traffic conditions), the
CA model results in higher travel times, which are statistically significant. Again, at
traffic demands of 180% to 220% of the base demand (i.e. respectively represents close
to saturated, saturated, and oversaturated conditions), the CA and Aimsun models
lead to travel times that are not statistically different.
In the CA model it takes at least one simulation step (1.5 sec) for a stopped
vehicle to react to movement of the vehicle in front. However, as presented in section
3.2 the drivers’ reaction time to stop in Aimsun is 1.35 sec, which is lower than the
CA model. In addition, as described in section 3.2, the critical gap in Aimsun has
an initial value, which decreases gradually as traffic demand and consequent vehicles’
waiting time increase until it reaches a certain minimum value. Therefore, we expect
the CA model be more sensitive to traffic demand and consequent vehicle stops. As
shown in Figure 3.10a the sharp increase in the travel times of the CA model happens
at a lower traffic demand compared to Aimsun, which proves the higher sensitivity
of a CA model with a simulation step of 1.5 sec to vehicle stops.
Figure 3.10b shows the average delay per vehicle estimated by the CA model and
Aimsun. Delay growth pattern by each model is similar to the travel time growth
patterns shown in Figure 3.10a. In addition, delay estimated by Aimsun for 60%
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to 120% of the base demand is higher than the delay estimated by the CA model,
but the difference is very small. Due to the inconsistent patterns observed in travel
time and delay of the CA model and Aimsun, we cannot use the CA model with a
simulation step of 1.5 sec for traffic demands higher than 120% of the base demand.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10: Comparison of CA and Aimsun roundabout models using simulation
steps of 1.5 sec and 1 sec, respectively.

Figure 3.11 shows travel time and delay at the roundabout estimated by the CA
model and Aimsun both using a simulation step of 1 sec. Figure 3.11a shows that
travel times estimated by the CA model and Aimsun are similar for traffic demands
lower than 180% of the base demand. When traffic conditions gets close to saturated
conditions (i.e. 180% of the base demand) as well as saturated (200% of the base
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demand) and oversaturated (220% of the base demand) traffic conditions, Aimsun
shows a rapid increase in travel time, which is not reflected in the CA model. The
reaction time to stops in the CA model (the same as the simulation step, which is 1
sec) is lower than the reaction time in Aimsun (1.35 sec). Therefore, Aimsun is more
sensitive to vehicle stops compared to the CA model.
Figure 3.11b shows the average delay at the roundabout estimated by the CA
model and Aimsun using a simulation step f 1 sec. For a big range of understaurated
traffic conditions (i.e. 60% to 160% of the base demand), the CA model estimates
lower delays than Aimsun. Although the observed differences are statistically significant, they are small and can be due to the more stochastic nature of Aimsun. At the
traffic demands of 180% to 220% of the base demands, the difference between delay
estimated by the CA model is much lower than Aimsun, which is expected as the
corresponding travel times were lower, too.
Considering the above observations in travel time and delay, we can use the roundabout CA model for traffic demands lower than 180% of the base demand, which
includes a big range of undersaturated traffic conditions. The CA model needs to be
modified in order to be used for higher traffic demands. Therefore, the roundabout
CA model with a simulation step of 1 sec is used to perform the sensitivity analysis
for undersaturated traffic conditions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11: Comparison of CA and Aimsun roundabout models using a simulation
step of 1 sec in both models

Figure 3.12 shows the estimated performance measures at the signalized intersection using the CA model and Aimsun. A simulation step of 1 sec is used in both
models as well as the same speed limits on approaches and within the node (i.e.
roundabout and signalized intersection) as described in sections 3.1.2 and 3.2. Figure 3.12a shows that at traffic demands of 60% to 140% of the base demand, travel
times estimated by the CA model are very close to those estimated by Aimsun. At
traffic demands of 160% and 180% of the base demand, travel times estimated by
the CA model is higher than those estimated by Aimsun, but the differences are not
statistically significant. Finally, at higher traffic demands, which represent saturated
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and oversaturated traffic conditions, the CA model leads to statistically higher travel
times compared to Aimsun. A reason for this could be related to the gap acceptance
behavior of left turning vehicles. In the CA model the gap acceptance of left turning
vehicles is fixed and does not depend on the traffic demand. In contrary, in Aimsun
the accepted critical gap for left turning vehicles decreases over time as the waiting
time of vehicle to find an enough gap increases. As a result, the increased left turn
demand imposes a lower delay to other vehicles in the queue in Aimsun compared to
the CA model. Although the varying gap acceptance behavior is true for the Aimsun roundabout model as well, its effect was not observed in Figure 3.11. A reason
could be the lower sensitivity of roundabouts to left turning movements compared to
signalized intersections, which will be shown later in this study.
Figure 3.12b shows the average delay at signalized intersection estimated by the
CA model and Aimsun using a simulation step of 1 sec. At traffic demands of 60%
to 140% of the base demand, the CA model estimates a lower delay than Aimsun.
Similar to the case for roundabout, the differences could be due to the higher stochasticity in vehicles’ speeds. At traffic demands of 160% and 180% of the base demand,
estimated delay by the CA model is higher than the estimated delay by Aimsun, but
the differences are not statistically significant. Finally, at the demand of 200% and
220% of the base demand (i.e. saturated and oversaturated traffic conditions), the
CA model shows higher delays, which are statistically significant. Therefore, the CA
model can be used for traffic demands lower than 200% of the base demand (i.e. undersaturated traffic conditions) and modifications are required to use it for saturated
and oversaturated traffic conditions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: Comparison of CA and Aimsun models for the signalized intersection
using a simulation step of 1 sec in both models

To sum up, when buses are not incorporated into the simulation, the CA models
of roundabouts and signalized intersections can be used for undersaturated traffic
conditions up to 160% and 180% of the base demand, respectively. Since the goal of
this study is to compare the performance of roundabouts and signalized intersections,
we use the models for traffic demands up to 160% of the base demand. The next
subsection presents the results of comparisons between the CA model and Aimsun
when buses are included in the simulation.
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3.5.1.2

Evaluation Tests when Buses are not Considered

This subsection compares travel times and delays at the roundabout and signalized
intersection estimated by the CA model and Aimsun when buses are simulated as well
as cars and a simulation step of 1 sec is used. This simulation step is selected since
it led to more accurate results in the previous evaluation tests. Fixed bus schedule
and headways (the same as the PVTA bus schedule in Amherst) are used in all traffic
demand scenarios. In addition, the effect of bus stops are ignored and there is no
bus stop in the simulated network. Average travel time and delay per vehicle are
presented for all traffic, cars, and buses, separately.
Figure 3.13 shows the average travel times estimated by the CA model and Aimsun
when buses are included in the simulations. It is worth mentioning again that at an
urban intersection as assumed in this study, buses have similar speeds as cars. The
differences of buses and cars are their lower acceleration rates and higher length of
buses. The combination of a simulation step of 1 sec and a cell length of 7.5 m results
in an acceleration rate of 7.5 m/s2 , which is higher than 2 m/s2 acceleration rate
assumed in Aimsun. Therefore, we expect to observe shorter travel times and delays
for buses estimated by the CA model.
As shown in Figure 3.13a and 3.13b, buses do not have a significant impact on
the average travel time per vehicle in neither Aimsun nor the CA model. The reason
is that the higher number of cars overweight the impact the lower acceleration rate
and higher length of buses can have on the results. Consequently, similar pattern
and values are observed for travel times whether buses are included or not in the
simulations.
As shown in Figure 3.13c, the average travel times per bus are lower in the CA
model than Aimsun, which is due to the higher acceleration rate of buses in the CA
model. This issue will be addressed in the future works by assuming shorter cells,
which leads to smaller speed bins and acceleration/deceleration rates.
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(a) Average travel time per vehicle (including cars and buses)

(b) Average travel time per car

(c) Average travel time per bus

Figure 3.13: Comparison of CA and Aimsun models for the roundabout when buses
are incorporated into the simulation using a simulation step of 1 sec in both models

Figure 3.14 shows average delays estimated by the CA model and Aimsun when
buses are included in the simulation. Figures 3.14a and 3.14b show similar changes
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in delay as for the case without buses ( shown by Figure 3.11b). This shows that the
presence of buses does not affect average delay of cars in neither the CA model nor
Aimsun. However, the difference between average delay estimated by the CA model
and Aimsun for buses is greater than the difference of average car delay estimated
by the two models. This is expected as the acceleration rate of buses in Aimsun is
significantly lower than the CA model.
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(a) Average travel time per vehicle (including cars and buses)

(b) Average travel time per car

(c) Average travel time per bus

Figure 3.14: Comparison of CA and Aimsun models for the roundabout when buses
are incorporated into the simulation using a simulation step of 1 sec in both models

Figure 3.15 shows the average travel times per vehicle at the signalized intersection
and the presence of buses. Similar to the case of roundabouts, the average travel times
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of cars (Figure 3.15b) have not been impacted by the presence of buses. At traffic
demands of 60% to 180% of the base demand there are very small or statistically
insignificant difference between the travel times estimated by the CA model and
Aimsun. At traffic demands of 200% and 220% of the base demand, which represent
saturated and oversaturated traffic conditions, the CA model results in higher travel
times per car shown by Figure 3.15b. As explained earlier, the higher travel times
estimated by the CA model could be due to the fixed gap acceptance over time while in
the Aimsun, accepted critical gap decreases as the waiting time of a vehicle increases.
Figure 3.15c shows that the estimated travel times per bus by the CA model is
lower than the travel times estimated by Aimsun for traffic demands of 60% to 140%
of the base demand, which is due to the higher acceleration rates of buses in the CA
model.
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(a) Average travel time per vehicle

(b) Average travel time per car

(c) Average travel time per bus

Figure 3.15: Comparison of CA and Aimsun models for the signalized intersection
when buses are incorporated into the simulation using a simulation step of 1 sec in
both models

Figure 3.16 shows average delays estimated by the CA model and Aimsun when
buses are included in the simulations. As expected, the average delay of cars have not
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changed compared to the scenarios without buses. Figure 3.16c shows the average
delay per bus estimated by the CA model is lower than delays estimated by Aimsun for
traffic demands up to 140% of the base demand, which is due to the lower acceleration
rates of buses in the CA model. At high traffic demands (higher than 180% of the
base demand) the CA model estimates higher delay than Aimsun, which is explained
by the varying gap acceptance behavior in Aimsun.
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(a) Average travel time per vehicle

(b) Average travel time per car

(c) Average travel time per bus

Figure 3.16: Comparison of CA and Aimsun models for the Signalized intersection
when buses are incorporated into the simulation using a simulation step of 1 sec in
both models

The results of the evaluation tests show that buses do not have significant effects
on the operation of cars in neither the CA nor Aimsun. The current CA model is
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not able to reflect the lower accelerate rates of buses. Thus, it was expected not to
see any impact on average travel times and delays. However, even in Aimsun, which
assumes lower acceleration rates for buses, no significant change on average travel
time and delays per car is observed. The lower acceleration rates of buses in Aimsun
led to higher travel times and delays per bus.
Although bus operational measures are underestimated by the CA model, the
pattern shown by both CA and Aimsun models for roundabouts and signalized intersections is similar. Therefore, we can use to model to compare the performance
of the roundabout and signalized intersection. To sum up, the CA model is used to
perform sensitivity analysis for traffic demands of 60% to 160% of the base demand
with and without the presence of buses at the roundabout and intersection.

3.5.2

Sensitivity Analysis with Respect to Varying Total Traffic Demand

The results of sensitivity analysis are presented in two subsections: when buses are
included in the simulation and when they are not included.

3.5.2.1

Experiments without Buses

Figure 3.17 shows the estimated operational and environmental performance measures
at the roundabout and signalized intersection for various levels of traffic demands
(traffic demands of 60% to 160% of the base demand, for which the CA models
have been validated) when buses are not included in the simulation. Average travel
time, delay, number of stops, and NOx and CO emission per vehicle for the entire
time of traveling in the network are presented. It should be noted that the CA
model overestimates the number of stops because any deceleration from speed of 1
cell/simulation step (16.8 mph) leads to a stop while in the real-world a vehicle may
decelerates from the same speed without reaching a complete stop. However, we can
use the CA model to compare the impact of increases in traffic demand on the number
of stops at the roundabout and the signalized intersection.
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Figure 3.17a shows that travel time at the roundabout is lower than the travel
time at the signalized intersection for all traffic demands and the differences are statistically significant. As traffic demand increases, travel times at both the signalized
intersection and the roundabout increase. However, the rate of increase of travel time
at the signalized intersection is higher than the roundabout. Replacing a signalized
intersection with a roundabout can reduce travel time from 4.5% (at 60% of the base
traffic demand) to 32% (at 160% of the base demand). Figure 3.17b shows that average delay at the roundabout is considerably improved compared to the signalized
intersection. At traffic demand of 60% of the base demand, average delay at the
roundabout is less than 1 sec while average delay at the signalized intersection is 5
sec. The difference between delay at the roundabout and the signalized intersection
increases to 23 sec at traffic demand of 160% of the base demand. The reason is that
at signalized intersections vehicles may have unnecessary stops and imposed delay
due to red signal.
Figure 3.17c shows that the number of stops at the roundabout is lower than the
signalized intersections for lower traffic demands. As traffic demand increases, the
difference between the number of stops at the roundabout and signalized intersection
decreases such that there is no statistically significant difference at traffic demand
of 160% of the base demand. The reason for this pattern is that at lower traffic
demands and conflicting traffic traveling within the roundabout, vehicles can travel
more smoothly. However, at signalized intersections and low traffic demands, there
are always some unnecessary stops due to red signals even when there is no crossing
traffic. At higher traffic demands, the number of stops to conflicting traffic at roundabouts increases with a high rate. In addition, SYNCHRO optimizes signal timing
considering the number of stops as well as delay (i.e. the main objective is to minimize delay. The number of stops and queue length are also considered by applying
penalties for these performance measures).
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In addition to better operational performance, the roundabout leads to improved
NOx and CO emissions per vehicle at all traffic demands according to Figures 3.17d
and 3.17e. The difference of emissions at roundabouts and signalized intersections is
higher for lower traffic demands, which is the same pattern as for the number of stops
shown in Figure 3.17c. Both roundabout and signalized intersections show small yet
statistically significant increases in emissions as the traffic demand increases.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.17: Sensitivity analysis with respect to total traffic demand without the
presence of buses

3.5.2.2

Simulations with Buses

This subsection presents the results of sensitivity analysis with respect to total traffic
demand when buses are included in the experiments. Average travel times, delays,
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number of stops, and CO, CO2 , and NOx emissions are presented for cars and buses
separately.
Figure 3.18 shows the operational performance measures (i.e. average travel time,
delay, and number of stops) for cars and buses at the roundabout and signalized
intersection. As mentioned earlier, cars and buses have the same acceleration rates
and speeds in the CA model. As a result, thy have the same operational performance
as shown in Figure 3.18. For the entire range of traffic demands from 60% to 160%
of the base demand, the roundabout results in lower travel time and delay compared
to the signalized intersection. The higher travel times and delays can be due to
the unnecessary imposed delays to vehicles at a red signal when there is no crossing
traffic. In addition, a steady increase in average travel time and delay is observed
at the roundabout as traffic demand increases. However, there is a sharp increase in
travel time and delay at the signalized intersection from traffic demand of 140% to
160%. This shows the higher sensitivity of a signalized intersection’s performance to
traffic demand when the demand gets close to the saturated traffic conditions.
Figure 3.18e and 3.18f show that roundabouts lead to lower number of stops compared to signalized intersections for all traffic demands. However, as traffic demand
increases from 60% to 140% of the base demand, the difference between the number
of stops at the roundabout and signalized intersection decreases and a the demand
of 140%, this difference is statistically insignificant. This shows the higher sensitivity
of number of stops at the roundabout to traffic demand, which can be the result
of vehicles stops to conflicting traffic traveling within the roundabout. However, at
traffic demand of 160% of the base demand, the difference of number of stops at the
roundabout and signalized intersection increases again (i.e. lower number of stops at
the roundabout). As mentioned earlier, the sensitivity of signalized intersection’s performance to traffic demand when the traffic condition is close to saturated conditions
is higher compared to the roundabout.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.18: Sensitivity of operational performance measures at roundabouts and
signalized intersections with respect to total traffic demand when buses are included
in the experiments

Figure 3.19 shows the sensitivity of emissions of cars and buses at the roundabout
and signalized intersection to total traffic demand. According to Tables 3.5 and 3.6,
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gasoline cars have significantly lower NOx emission rates than diesel buses. As a
results, the average emissions produced by cars and presented in Figure 3.19a are
considerably lower than the average emissions produced by buses and presented in
Figure 3.19b. In addition, Figures 3.19a and 3.19b show that at traffic demands of
60% to 140% of the base demand, the roundabout and signalized intersection result in
similar NOx emission levels produced by cars and buses. However, at traffic demand
of 160% of the base demand, the roundabout results in respectively 0.03 gr/veh
(17%) and 0.68 gr/veh (13%) lower NOx emission for cars and buses compared to the
signalized intersection. This is expected because of the higher number of stops and
delays at the signalized intersection at traffic demand of 160% of the base demand.
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 show that gasoline cars have a considerably higher CO emission
rate than diesel buses during an acceleration event that happens at high speed (acceleration from speed of 1 cell/simulation step to 2 cell/simulation step) than diesel
buses buses. This results in higher values of CO emissions for cars than buses at both
the roundabout and signalized intersection. Figure 3.19c shows that roundabouts
lead to lower CO emissions than signalized intersections. As traffic demand increases
from 60% to 140% of the base demand, the difference between CO emissions at the
roundabout and signalized intersection decreases from 0.62 gr/veh to 0.51 gr/veh.
At traffic demand of 160% of the base demand, this difference increases again to
0.60 gr/veh. The pattern of CO emission changes at the roundabout and signalized
intersection is similar to the pattern observed for number of stops in Figure 3.18e.
Unlike to cars, buses do not have different emissions at the roundabout and signalized
intersection at any traffic demand. This can be due to the lower difference of buses’
emission rates at different speed and acceleration levels compared to cars.
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 show the higher CO2 emission rates of diesel buses compared to
gasoline cars. This results in lower emission produced by cars as presented in Figure
3.19e than the emissions of buses as presented in Figure 3.19f. Figure 3.19e shows that
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there is a small yet statistically significant difference between the CO2 emissions of
cars at the roundabout and signalized intersection. The roundabout results in around
6 gr/veh higher CO2 emission (despite its lower delays and number of stops) compared
to the signalized intersection. This small difference can be due to the longer traveled
distance within the roundabout than signalized intersection. Figure 3.19f shows the
the emissions produced by buses at the roundabout and signalized intersection do not
have a statistically significant difference at any traffic demand except the demand of
160% of the base demand, at which the roundabout leads to lower CO2 emission than
signalized intersection.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.19: Sensitivity of environmental performance measures at roundabouts and
signalized intersections with respect to total traffic demand when buses are included
in the experiments
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3.5.3

Sensitivity Analysis with Respect to Left Turn Ratio

This subsection presents the results of sensitivity analysis with respect to left turning
ratio. Results are presented in two sections when the left turning ratio only on northbound and southbound approaches change or the left turning ratio on all approaches
change. In the current scenarios only cars are included in the simulation and the left
turning ratio of car demand varies across scenarios.

3.5.3.1

Varying Left Turning Ratio on Northbound and Southbound Approaches

This subsection presents the results of sensitivity analysis with respect to left turn
ratio on northbound and southbound approaches. Figure 3.20 shows that the operational and environmental performance of roundabout does not change with varying traffic demand on only northbound and southbound approaches (at a constant
total demand of 300 veh/hr on each approach). However, there are small yet statistically significant increases in emissions as well as operational and environmental
performance measures at the signalized intersection. Figures 3.20a and 3.20b show
increases of 2.6 sec and 2.3 sec in the average travel time and delay at the signalized intersection from scenario 1 to 4. Figure 3.20c also shows that the number of
stops at the intersection increases by 0.36 (60%) from scenario 1 to 4. the changes in
NOx emissions are statistically insignificant from scenarios 1 to 4 according to Figure
3.20d, but Figure 3.20e shows an increase of 0.6 gr/veh (16%) in CO emission at the
signalized intersection.
The above results show that roundabouts can better control left turning demand
compared to signalized intersection and they can be considered as a promising alternative for signalized intersection at sites with high left turning traffic.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.20: Sensitivity analysis with respect to the left turn ratio on northbound
and southbound approaches when buses are not included in the experiments

3.5.3.2

Varying Left Turning Ratio on all Approaches

Figures 3.21a to 3.21c show that the operational performance of both the roundabout and the signalized intersection is affected by changing left turning ratio on all
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approaches. Travel time at the roundabout and signalized intersection respectively
increases by 2.6 sec and 4.2 sec from scenario 1 to scenario 4. Average delay increases
1.5 sec and 3.6 sec at the roundabout and signalized intersection from scenario 1 to
scenario 4. Figure 3.21c shows the number of stops increases by 0.2 (34%) at the
roundabout and 0.7 (116%) at the signalized intersection. Although travel time, delay, and number of stops increase at both types of intersections, the roundabout can
better control left turning traffic and results in lower increases in these performance
measures.
Furthermore, Figures 3.21d and 3.21e show that NOx and CO emissions at roundabout are not sensitive to left turning ratio when overall traffic remains the same.
However, NOx and CO emissions at the signalized intersection increases respectively
by 0.04 gr/veh (26%) and 1.2 gr/veh (33%) from scenario 1 to scenario 4. The reason could be the higher rate of increase in the number of stops at the signalized
intersection compared to the roundabout when the left turning ratio increases on all
approaches.
To sum up, roundabouts more adequately control left turning traffic compared
to signalized intersections. Therefore, replacing signalized intersections with roundabouts, results in improved operational and environmental performance measures.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.21: Sensitivity analysis with respect to the left turn ratio on all approaches
when buses are not included in the experiments

3.5.4

Sensitivity Analysis with Respect to the Pedestrian Volume

This section present the results of sensitivity analysis with respect to the pedestrian
volume. Various levels of pedestrian volume, 0%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%, 120%, and
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140% of the base volume are paired with the base traffic demand in these sensitivity
analysis scenarios. Results are presented in two subsections with and without buses
in the experiments.

3.5.4.1

Simulations without Buses

Figure 3.22 shows the sensitivity of performance measures to the pedestrian volume
at the roundabout and signalized intersection when buses are not considered in the
simulations. It is shown that the performance of the signalized intersection is not
affected by increased pedestrian volume across the designed scenarios. This is because at signalized intersections pedestrians cross the street in the same direction
as through traffic on each link. As a result, only right and left turning traffic can
be affected by pedestrians, but those impacts are not significant in current scenarios
with the base traffic demand. Unlike signalized intersections, both operational and
environmental performance of roundabout is impacted by pedestrian crossings. Increase in pedestrian volume from 0 to 140% of the base volume results in increases of
average travel time, delay, number of stops, NOx and CO emissions by respectively,
2.9 sec (8%), 2.9 sec (161%), and 0.4 gr/veh (11%). Therefore, at sites with high
pedestrian volume, the impact of pedestrians on the performance measures should
be considered. Despite the sensitivity of the roundabout performance to pedestrian
volume, roundabouts have better operational and environmental performance than
signalized intersections at the base traffic demand and any pedestrian volume.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.22: Sensitivity analysis with respect to the pedestrian volume when buses
are not included in the experiments

3.5.4.2

Simulations with Buses

Figure 3.23 shows the sensitivity of operational performance measures (i.e. average
travel times, delay, and number of stops) at roundabouts and signalized intersections
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with respect to pedestrian volume when buses are incorporated into the simulations.
In the real-world, when presence of buses and pedestrians are paired at the intersection, the operation of buses as well as other traffic could be affected more than the
condition at which there is no bus at the intersection. In the real-world buses have
lower acceleration rate than cars. As a result, when a bus yields to a pedestrian, it
takes longer time that it accelerates again and moves at the previous speed compared
to the time that a car needs to reach its previous speed after a stop. Consequently, if
there is a queue behind the stopped vehicle, higher delay is imposed to the vehicles
in the queue. However, the current CA model does not account for the lower acceleration rate of buses. As a result, no difference is observed in car operations in these
experiments when buses are considered or not.
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(f)

Figure 3.23: Sensitivity of operational performance measures of roundabouts and
signalized intersections with respect to pedestrian volume with the presence of buses

Figure 3.24 shows the average emissions at the roundabout and signalized intersection when buses are included in the simulations. As expected, the average emission of
cars is not affected by the presence of buses. Figure 3.24b shows that the average NOx
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emission of buses is 0.4 gr/veh higher at the roundabout compared to the signalized
intersection. CO and CO2 emissions at the roundabout and signalized intersection
do not have a statistically significant difference.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.24: Sensitivity of emissions at roundabouts and signalized intersections with
respect to pedestrian volume when buses are included in the experiments
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3.6

Summary of Findings

CA-based simulation models for a roundabout and signalized intersections with singlelane approaches are developed and compared with results from the Aimsun microsimulation tool. The models are able to incorporate the effect of different traffic demands,
turning ratios, and pedestrian volume and they can approximate vehicles’ speed profiles to be used for emission estimation. The CA-based simulation model needs less
calibration effort than the other existing simulation models. The calibration steps
required for a CA-based roundabout model are as follows:
• Cell length: in a CA-based model, cells should be of the same length or shorter
than the shortest moving object considered in the simulation.
• Simulation step: A simulation step should be selected such that it results in
reasonable reaction times, critical gap, and follow up headway at the roundabout.
• Speed limits: in the CA model, vehicles cannot have higher speeds than the
sections’ speed limits. Therefore, it is recommended to select speed limits based
on real-world trajectories not the posted speed limits at the site.
• Critical gap: A spatial interpretation of critical gap as the number of empty
cells in the circular area can be used in the CA-based simulation model for
roundabouts.
• Follow up headway: follow up headway in the CA-based model is twice the
simulation step.
The CA-based models are used to analyze the sensitivity of operational and environmental performance of each type of intersection with respect to total traffic
demand, left turning ratio, and pedestrian volume. Results show that roundabouts
have better operational and environmental performance than signalized intersections
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at undersaturated traffic conditions. Also, both the roundabout and signalized intersection result in steady increases in the performance measures as total traffic demand
increases from 60% to 160% of the base demand. However, higher rate of changes
in performance measures are observed at higher traffic demands as the intersection
becomes more congested. Furthermore, roundabouts’ operation is less sensitive to
left turning traffic compared to signalized intersections’ operation. Finally, signalized intersections are not sensitive to the changes in pedestrian volume while both
operational and environmental performance measures at the roundabout increase significantly as pedestrian volume increases. Despite this fact, roundabouts still have a
better performance than signalized intersection at the base traffic demand and any
pedestrian volume in terms of delay, number of stops, and emissions.
One of the shortcomings of the CA-based simulation model is rough speed estimations and acceleration/deceleration rates as a result of a small simulation step.
However, the speed fluctuations and interactions with other vehicles and pedestrians
require using a small simulation step. This study showed that transit operations cannot be simulated using a cell length of 7.5 m and simulation step of 1 sec since it
results in high acceleration/deceleration rates for transit vehicles. This issue can be
addressed by using shorter cells in the model and considering a higher number of cells
for each vehicle. In addition, future studies can be performed to analyze and compare more complicated intersection layouts (i.e. number of lane groups) and signal
settings.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION

Signalized intersections have a major role in traffic congestion and air quality. There is
an imperative need to address these issues using the limited funds and infrastructure.
Adequate signal control strategies are cost-effective tools to improve the sustainability
of traffic networks.
In addition, the increased popularity of roundabouts necessitates comprehensive
studies of their operational and environmental performance. Thus, simple simulation
tools are required to facilitate the evaluation of roundabouts against other types of
intersections.

4.1

Summary of Findings

A real-time bi-objective signal control strategy is developed for isolated intersections,
which operate at undersaturated traffic conditions. The proposed signal control system optimizes a weighted combination of total vehicle delay (or person delay) and
emissions and it accounts for delay experienced by auto and transit users as well
as different emission levels produced by each type of vehicle. This system is able
to address the issue of serving transit vehicles that arrive at the same time at the
intersection by taking into account the impact each transit vehicles have on total delay and emissions. This study presents optimal solutions and the trade-offs between
delay and emissions and their impact on transit operation for different combinations
of the two conflicting objectives. The presented Pareto Frontiers help authorities to
make informed decisions regarding the appropriate choice of objective function for a
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specific site and meeting emission standards considering the impact on transit operation at an intersection. The main findings from the evaluation tests on the proposed
bi-objective signal control system are as follows:
• Two objectives vehicle delay (or person delay) and emissions could be highly
conflicting depending on the pollutant and emission rates used. Therefore,
appropriate weights for each objective should be used to achieve the achieve
desirable levels of delay and emissions.
• When a combination of total vehicle delay and CO emissions is optimized,
transit vehicles do not receive priority since they do not have higher emission
rates than auto vehicles. However, when a combination of total vehicle delay and
NOx emissions is optimized and if the general traffic conditions allow, transit
vehicles receive priority due to their higher NOx emission rates.
• When a combination of total person delay and CO emissions is optimized, transit vehicles may receive priority due to their higher passenger occupancy if a
high delay delay weight is used in the objective function. Otherwise, if a high
emission weight is used, they do not get priority. If a combination of total person delay and NOx is optimized, transit vehicles may receive priority with any
delay or emission weight used, since they have higher passenger occupancy and
emission rates, but these two objectives are not highly conflicting.
• The proposed system deals with the issue of serving conflicting transit vehicles
that arrive during the same cycle. If a high delay weight is used in the objective
function that considers total person delay as well as emissions, the transit vehicle
with higher passenger occupancy may receive priority. If a high emission weight
is used in the objective function, transit vehicles receive priority based on the
potential contribution they have on emissions improvement.
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CA-based models for roundabouts and signalized intersections with single-lane approaches are also developed and validated for undersaturated traffic conditions. The
CA-based models need less calibration efforts compared to the existing microsimulation models and can be used easily to estimate emissions based on vehicle trajectories.
The models were used to study and compare the operational and environmental performance of roundabouts and signalized intersections under different traffic demands,
left turning ratios, and pedestrian volumes. In addition, some simple steps to calibrate such models for roundabouts are provided. The main findings of the evaluation
tests using the CA-based models are as follows:
• Roundabouts lead to lower delay and emissions than signalized intersection at
undersaturated traffic conditions.
• Both roundabouts and signalized intersections show steady increase in delay
and emissions as traffic demand increase (in the range of undersaturated traffic
conditions).
• Roundabout control left turning vehicles more adequately compared to signalized intersections.
• Roundabouts’ operational and environmental performance is sensitive to pedestrian volume, but the performance of signalized intersections is not affected by
pedestrian crossings.
• To simulate transit operations using the CA model, it is necessary to account
for their lower acceleration/deceleration rates.

4.2

Future Work

The developed signal control system and the CA-based models can be improved or
extended in several ways. Some areas for future research are as follows:
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• Extending the signal control system to be used for oversaturated conditions,
• Improving the performance of the signal control system by relaxing the assumptions of constant cycle length and phase sequence,
• Improving the accuracy of the CA-based models for roundabouts and signalized
intersections by assuming shorter cells and consequently smaller speed bins and
acceleration/deceleration rates,
• Simulating transit operations using the CA-based models through considering
lower acceleration/deceleration rates for them compared to autos
• Extending the CA-based models to more complicated roundabout and intersection layouts and signal settings.
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